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ABSTRACT

Optics has been for 400 years one of the most impactful fields of science; starting

with medicine and astronomy. Optical engineering challenges differ greatly across

applications. Large optical systems are exponentially more costly and complex,

especially when made in quantities of one. The future of astronomy demands more

photons and higher resolution, thus even larger collecting area. Scalability is needed

in order to keeps costs low while still producing these large collecting areas to meet

demand. This dissertation explores methods for advancing concepts that enable

large optical systems to become scalable.

In Chapter 1, we discuss the problem of large optical systems: why they are

needed, why that need is difficult to meet, and what concepts need to be imple-

mented in order to solve some of those needs. The following chapters cover design,

metrology, and alignment for large optical systems, with scalability in mind. The

first work discusses optical design for the Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Telescope

(LFAST) in Chapter 2. At 30” diameter, this telescope is designed to be replicated

thousands of times. Next, we discuss a novel metrology method to support efficient

manufacturing of radio antenna panels in Chapter 3. Finally, we discuss using the

same metrology method to form an accurate dish by rapidly align radio antenna

panels in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

When it comes to large optical systems, the goal is clear: see things with better

resolution, whether it be spectral, angular, depth or otherwise. At its simplest,

angular resolution is based on the ability to discern two adjacent objects from each

other. The theoretical limit of the resolution of an optical system is dependent

on two variables: the wavelength and the diameter of the collecting area. Lord

Rayleigh derived the relationship of these variables with angular resolution, coined

the Rayleigh Resolution (Eq. 1.1) in the late 1800s. It is equal to the radius to

the first zero in the Airy diffraction pattern for a circular aperture. If two objects

are separated by this distance or more, then they can be reliably discerned by the

optical system.

θ ≈ 1.22
λ

D
(1.1)

To see things with high angular resolution, it is also necessary for UV, visible,

and IR telescopes to collect enough photons to reduce
√
n noise, whether it be a

complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) or charge coupled device (CCD)

for ultra-violet (UV), optical, or infrared (IR). For antennas used in millimeter wave

and radio frequencies (RF). These detectors have noise that is inherent to the sensors

even in the presence of zero photons, known as dark noise. It is necessary to gather

enough photons obtain a signal higher than the inherent noise of the detector to

be confident that a true detection has been made. Dark noise can be significantly

reduced by cooling detectors to near absolute zero, reducing the probability that an

electron will gain enough thermal energy to escape and thus cause current to flow.

This is an expensive and generally undesirable solution. The most direct ways to

gain more sensitivity and angular resolution (as shown by Eq. 1.1) is to make a larger

collecting area. Ideally, the cost of a telescope scales quadratically with aperture
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diameter (linearly with collecting area). This has long been known to not be the

case, especially for optical telescopes[4, 5]. Van Belle et. al. published a paper in

2004 the trend of telescope cost versus aperture diameter, and compared telescopes

pre-1980 and post-1980. The paper found that cost scales with D ∝ 2.45 post-1980

versus D ∝ 2.77 pre-1980. Figure 1.1 shows the plot from van Belle’s paper, with

the additions of the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT0, European Extremely Large

Telescope (E-ELT), and Thirty-Meter Telescope (TMT) estimated costs, adjusted to

2004 dollars. These power laws are not fundamental limitations, simply observations

of the trends of existing observatories over time.

Figure 1.1: Cost versus aperture for a variety of large telescopes. Van Belle covered
all telescopes pre-2004, and found that the trend was D ∝ 2.45 post-1980 versus D
∝ 2.77 pre-1980, showing a slight improvement over time. GMT, TMT, and E-ELT
appear to be on a similar trend or slightly better.

To get to the even larger telescopes of the future, looking past GMT, TMT, and

E-ELT, the cost could approach $10B for only doubling the collecting area compared

to these three near-future large telescopes. To break this paradigm, a significantly

different approach to large telescopes is needed. Many of these new large telescopes

are made with segmented primary mirrors. In order for the telescope to form direct
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images of a celestial object, each segment of the telescope needs to be individually

aligned and controlled to combine the image from each segment coherently. As the

size of a telescope of this kind scales, the controls behind coherently aligning the

segments get more and more complicated, continuing to follow the unsustainable

cost versus aperture trend shown in Figure 1.1. For many astronomical research

topics, like single object spectroscopy, direct imaging with a large aperture is un-

necessary. Spectroscopy is inherently a photon deficient process, since light from

a single object is spread across a large detector. This results in a need for either

longer exposures or larger apertures in order to achieve high SNR. Transit spec-

troscopy is a method for determining the composition of an exoplanets atmosphere.

Subtracting the spectrum of the host star with the spectrum of the host star during

a transit (when the planet occluded the star), reveals the spectrum of the exoplanet

atmosphere. Molecular absorption lines reveal molecular compositions of the atmo-

sphere. In many cases, like transit spectroscopy, longer exposures are not an option,

as the transit event happens for a limited period of time. If the only goal is to

collect more photons, the paradigm of large telescopes can change. The Large Fiber

Array Spectroscopic Telescope (LFAST) is a telescope concept based on thousands

of small individual telescopes. Each telescope couples the light from a single star

into an optical fiber similar to those used in fiber-optic communication. The out-

puts of the optical fibers from the individual telescopes are combined incoherently

to form a slit-input for a spectrograph. In theory any number of telescopes can be

used to form the slit. If economies of scale can be implemented to mass-produce

the telescope at a low cost, collecting apertures much larger than the GMT, TMT,

or E-ELT could be achieved for a fraction of the cost. Chapter 2 will describe in

more detail the concept of LFAST, and how an optical design was created for mass

production.

Optical telescopes are not the only kind of telescope aiming for mass manufactur-

ing and deployment. In April of 2019, the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) released

the first image of a black hole (Figure 1.2) at the center of galaxy M87[6]. This image

was formed by coherently combining many large radio telescopes across the globe to
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create an effective aperture equivalent to the diameter of Earth. While an individual

radio telescope would have angular resolution orders of magnitudes worse than an

equivalent optical counterpart, the concept of radio astronomy can achieve angular

resolutions far better than optical. Radio frequencies are slow enough that existing

materials can respond to the speed of its alternating electromagnetic (EM) waves.

This means that the amplitude and phase of a signal can be recorded and correlated

with a different telescope at a later time. Looking back at Eq. 1.1, millimeter-wave

telescopes are roughly 1000 times less resolved than an equivalently-sized optical

telescope (λ), but the effective aperture (D) of the Earth is over 500,000 times

larger than GMT, E-ELT, or TMT, which gives a net gain in angular resolution of

about 500. For example, GMT is expected to have a 10 mas resolution, but EHT

has a 20 µas resolution.

Figure 1.2: Black hole images released by EHT in 2019. The diameter of the
colorized donut is roughly 50 µas. It is formed with a combination of 8 radio
telescopes around the globe.

The ability to produce such images will greatly assist the understanding of grav-

ity and fundamental physics. The future of astronomy demands the ability to view

objects like this with higher angular resolution, higher sensitivity, and more often, to

further accelerate these discoveries. The next-generation Very Large Array (ngVLA)

and Square Kilometer Array (SKA) are two such projects to support these needs.
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ngVLA involves 263 18-meter telescopes, and SKA plans for nearly 200 telescopes

with varying sizes of 10-meters or greater. Radio telescopes have a more complicated

cost versus aperture relationship than optical. They cover a much broader range of

frequencies, covering many octaves, whereas even some of the most broadband opti-

cal/infrared telescopes only cover four octaves. The cost of a radio telescope highly

depends on the wavelength. The gain of a radio telescope depends on the reflector

surface accuracy relative to the wavelength being observed; the higher the frequency,

the tighter the requirements on the primary reflector, and the more costly the tele-

scope. The Ruze equation describes how the surface root-mean-square (RMS) error

of a reflector affects the antenna gain, where G0 is the nominal gain considering a

perfect reflector, ϵ is the surface RMS and λ is the wavelength, expressed in the

same physical units[7].

G(ϵ) = G0e
− 4πϵ

λ

2

(1.2)

Figure 1.3: Plotting the percent gain dictated by the Ruze Equation as a function
of surface RMS to wavelength ratio. At λ/15, 3 dB loss, or 50%, is achieved.

Just like large optical telescopes, radio telescope reflectors are commonly split
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into smaller segments. The RMS value in the Ruze equation includes the error

stack-up from the individual panel shape accuracy, gravity deformations, tempera-

ture gradients, wind-shake, and panel misalignment[8]. As the operating frequency

increases (and the wavelength decreases), the sensitivity to all of these errors also

increases. Gravity deformations, temperature gradients, and wind-shake are all re-

lated to unavoidable environmental conditions. They can be mitigated, but are not

economical to actively control. Individual panel accuracy and alignment, however,

can be improved in the manufacturing and assembly process, leaving more error

budget for deformations due to these environmental conditions. For millimeter-

wave astronomy, a general goal is λ/25 for individual panel accuracy. This places

the required RMS of each panel at 40 microns for a 1 mm wavelength. While this is

significantly easier to achieve than λ/25 for an optical telescope, these panels typi-

cally need to be made in mass quantities for arrays of radio telescopes like ngVLA,

thus they need to be made with a low-cost, scalable manufacturing method. There

are many common methods for making radio telescope panels: machining, electro-

forming, aluminum casette, and carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)[8]. These

methods all have varying limitations in speed, size, accuracy, and cost. Machin-

ing is slow and expensive due to tooling time. Electroforming, aluminum casette,

and CFRP all require a specific mold for each panel shape, which is expensive and

time consuming to make. The Steward Observatory Solar Lab (SOSL) has been

performing research to improve the process of another method: thermoforming[9].

The thermoforming process uses high temperatures to reduce the yield strength of a

metal as a function of temperature, and performs a plastic deformation of the metal

with a reduced force, similar to hot stamping[10]. Thermoforming also involves the

use of a mold, but SOSL has been developing a mold that can change shape to

accommodate a large range of panel geometries and curvatures, for use with both

metal and glass (US Patent 10,538,451). Figure 1.4 shows one such mold; a 1/4”

thick sheet of stainless steel that is cut by a water jet machine with a tile and blade

flexure pattern to make it flexible. Tiles are controlled by linear actuators to set

the vertical height, and the flexible mold surface conforms to the shape prescribed
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by the linear actuators.

Figure 1.4: Shown on the left is the concept for a flexible mold; a surface with linear
actuators that control the position of tiles that are interconnected with springs.
Shown on the right is the actual implementation of the flexible mold surface.

The goal of this project is to make panels that meet the λ/25 for a 1 mm wave-

length, or 40 µm RMS. Any specification requires a complimentary testing process

in order to verify that it is being met. For a depth RMS error requirement with

radio telescope panels, a metrology system that produces three dimensional (3D)

data with a higher accuracy than the specification is required in order to compare

a manufactured surface to an ideal shape. There are many metrology systems for

optical surfaces that meet and far exceed this required accuracy (e.g. interferome-

ters), but they only function with specular surfaces, and require unique components

that depend on the surface shape and size that needs to be measured. Current mea-

surement options for large antenna segments either require physical probing of the

surface or measurement of the locations of physical fiducials. Coordinate Measuring

Machines (CMM), laser trackers, and photogrammetry are all commonly used meth-

ods that are are manual in nature with single point scanning and manual placement

of fiducials. All of the these panel metrology methods are time-consuming, limited

in accuracy, expensive, and limited in spatial resolution. If a panel is measured with

one of these methods and does not meet specifications, it is often unclear what is

causing the error due to sparse spatial resolution of the measurement, leading to a
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lack of feedback for the manufacturing method. This is especially true for the ther-

moforming method using a flexible mold in SOSL. The mold needs to be remeasured

every time it is changed. Since the precision metal forming is a new technique, the

team wanted a strong understand of the impacts of all manufacturing variables on

both the mold and the resulting panels. Chapter 3 describes a method and system

that has been implemented to rapidly measure both the mold and the panels with

high accuracy and high spatial resolution using a combination of cameras and a

digital projector. It has become a critical tool for the lab to make progress on this

new thermoforming technique.

As mentioned previously, there are two ways that directly improve the perfor-

mance of a radio telescope: the panel accuracy and the alignment accuracy. SOSL

has been working on building panels more efficiently using the new thermoforming

method, and as a demonstration the group has been aiming to use the panels to

build a 3-meter radio telescope. Any radio telescope needs a metrology method

to align the panels to form a continuous dish, and the lab needed a way to mea-

sure and align the demonstration telescope. Common methods to measure panel

alignment and shape have historically included photogrammetry[11, 12, 13, 14],

holography[15, 16, 17, 18] and laser trackers or laser trusses[13, 19, 20, 21]. Often-

times, a combination of methods is used[13, 22, 23, 24]. All methods deliver the

information on the surface accuracy of a dish, but they have many fundamental

limitations and drawbacks related to logistics, speed, accuracy, and size limitations.

Chapter 4 discusses the problems with current dish metrology methods, and presents

an adaptation to the same panel metrology solution in Chapter 3 to the measure-

ment and correction of alignment errors for full radio telescope dishes, as well as a

path forward to measuring up to the 18-meter dishes prescribed for ngVLA.

Note

The chapters of this dissertation are based on a collection of published and sub-

mitted journal articles, included in the appendices. In-depth discussions of each
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research study are provided in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2

Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Telescope: Optical Design for a Scalable Unit

Telescope

This chapter includes material from an article submitted to Springer Nano-

manufacturing and Metrology, Appendix A, and SPIE proceedings from Astronom-

ical Telescopes and Instrumentation 2022, Appendix B.

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Why we want larger telescopes and why we can not build them.

The goal of building future large telescopes is daunting when considering the rapid

scaling of cost with aperture diameter. However, while the goals of some astronomy

topics require more angular resolution, others only require more photons. Spec-

troscopy relies on collecting light from one or more astronomical sources, dividing it

based on wavelength, and analyzing it to understand the spectral composition of the

source. Most large telescopes have segmented apertures which need to be co-phased

for direct imaging of objects. This careful co-phasing is not required to perform

spectroscopy of brighter stars observed at the seeing limit of approximately 1 arc-

second due to the atmosphere. If a telescope was dedicated to such spectroscopy, the

aperture no longer needs to be coherent. Large telescopes are expensive due to chal-

lenges in the manufacture, mounting, support, and control of a surface over a large

area to form a cophased aperture. Instead of one expensive large telescope, the cost

versus aperture power law discussed in the introduction could be inverted to produce

many smaller telescopes that create an equivalent collecting area, for the purpose

of spectroscopy. The concept of many smaller telescopes being linked together with

optical fibers to form a spectroscopic slit was first introduced by Angel et. al. in

1977[25]. Since then, the discovery of exoplanets in 1992[26] prompted a new area
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of astronomical research: transit spectroscopy. Transit spectroscopy occurs when

an exoplanet crosses directly between it’s host star and Earth, occluding the star

slightly, and changing the spectral composition of the light slightly by absorption in

the exoplanet’s atmosphere.[27, 28] Transit spectroscopy is the perfect application

for a telescope made up of smaller telescopes, linked together with fibers. The signal

from the absorption of an exoplanet’s atmosphere is incredibly small compared to

the light from the host star. As a result, extremely large apertures are needed to

reduce photon noise sufficiently to make a detection of some expected bio-signatures

like oxygen[29]. The speed of detection of oxygen in the atmosphere of a nearby

exoplanet is highly dependent on a number of factors: the duration and frequency of

transits, the resolution of the spectrograph, the brightness of the host star, the size

of the collecting aperture. With current telescopes, the detection of oxygen would

take many decades to confirm, even using the GMT, TMT, and E-ELT combined.

In reality, a 100-meter diameter telescope would be required to make regular obser-

vations of nearby exoplanets and reduce the time to a few years. Based on the power

law, a 100-meter telescope would be 30 times more expensive than GMT (using D

∝ 2.45), landing at roughly $60B in 2023 dollars.

2.1.2 A larger collecting area without building a larger telescope: The

Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Telescope

A 100-meter diameter circular aperture telescope would be roughly 7,800 m2 of col-

lecting area. The collecting area of E-ELT is is 1,200 m2. The Large Fiber Array

Spectroscopic Telescope (LFAST) is a concept for an array of 2640 30” diameter

telescopes, that together make-up 1,200 m2 by collecting light from each telescope

via 18 µm optical fibers and combining it to form a single slit-input for a spectro-

graph. E-ELT has a diameter of 39 meters, 50 times larger than the 30” LFAST

telescopes. Using the cost scaling law, a 30” telescope should cost roughly $100k,

thus the array would cost only $264M, nearly 5 times cheaper than E-ELT. Angel

et. al.[30] expects that this unit telescope cost could scale even lower by taking ad-

vantage of 5-meter scale tracking mounts carrying 20 telescopes each, avoiding the
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use of a protective dome, and other advantages of at-scale manufacturing. The goal

is that the telescope may cost roughly $50,000/m2, or $60M for the whole array. At

scale, the cost of each telescope should scale linearly, making a 100-meter(7,800 m2)

equivalent collecting aperture possible for less than $500M.

LFAST will be comprised of 132 altitude and azimuth tracking mounts. ’Unit’

telescopes and fibers from 132 ’20-unit’ mounts are combined at a central location

for spectrograph input. Figure 2.1 shows a rendering of the 20-unit telescope.

z

Figure 2.1: Rendering of 20-unit telescopes mounted on a single alt-az bearing. An
array of 132 of these is equivalent in collecting area to E-ELT.

The engineering problems for this kind of telescope are very different from tra-

ditional ELTs, where extensive time and money can be spent on a single telescope’s

design, manufacturing, integration, and operation. For LFAST, the goal is to evolve

a robust manufacturing and integration process early in the telescope development

process and replicate it many times. The desire to eliminate recurring costs is key.

This drives the need for a large portion of the telescope cost to be from non-recurring

engineering (NRE), such that the extra cost per every additional telescope quickly

diminishes as the number of telescopes manufactured increases and approaches a
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regime of cost scaling linearly with collecting area. The optical design for the tele-

scope directly impacts manufacturing, alignment, assembly, and operation, therefore

setting the right optical design is key to reducing costs in downstream processes.

2.2 Requirements for each unit telescope

When designing any optical system, a set of three specifications are needed in order

to define the design problem: wavelength range, aperture diameter, and field of view

(FOV). Figure 2.2 shows a summary of the requirements. The goal of LFAST is to

make the telescope as versatile as possible for a broad range of spectroscopic appli-

cations beyond just transit spectroscopy. The goal was to design each telescope to

be diffraction limited on-axis over two octaves of bandpass. We selected 400-1700

nm to cover a broad range of potential molecular absorptions that could be observed

during an exoplanet transit. Below 400 nm, the UV-band edge of most dielectric

materials, including fused-silica fibers, causes poor transmission due to ionization.

For aperture size, we chose 30” for a number of reasons. First, reducing the total

number of fibers to combine to form a spectrograph slit is beneficial from a cost

of assembly standpoint, so more collecting area per unit telescope is better. If the

aperture is made smaller, LFAST must make more telescopes to achieve the goal

total collecting area. This means more correcting lenses, more fibers, more guide

cameras, etc. We decided that 30” was the largest that we felt comfortable making

while also reducing the number of required peripheral hardware. 30” aperture di-

ameter would will create roughly 1 arcsecond images (using 1.1) even for the longest

1700 nm wavelength. Typical atmospheric seeing should also be on the order of 1

arcsecond, so there is ultimately no imaging gain in making a larger telescope with-

out the assistance of adaptive optics. We also felt that a mirror with f/# between

f/3 and f/4 would be easily achievable and well-matched to most fiber numerical

apertures (NA) that are used in astronomy. We allowed the focal ratio of the tele-

scope to vary in the design between those two values, landing on f/3.33 in the final

design.
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Figure 2.2: Requirements for an LFAST unit telescope.

There are a few interesting things to note about the specifications for an LFAST

unit telescope. First, there are two places where image quality is important: at the

fiber injection and at the guide camera. A paraxial layout of the telescope is shown

in Figure 2.3. At the 18 µm fiber (cure set in a planar fold mirror), only the near

on-axis fields are important. The only goal at that surface is to get as much starlight

as possible in the fiber core, allowing image quality requirements for the rest of the

field to be less strict. The image quality across the whole field only matters at

the guide camera, and only ∼380-950 nm light can be detected by typical CMOS

sensors. There are three purposes for the guide camera: to know where the telescope

is pointing in the night sky, to give feedback on the coupling of the starlight into

the fiber, and to give information on the telescope aberrations. The fiber will show

up as a 18 µm ’black hole’ in the center of the FOV on the guide camera. Being

able to couple dim stars into the fiber is important, so brighter stars in the field

need to be used to triangulate their locations. Good imaging performance means

more photons per pixel, which means improved guiding on dimmer stars, but the

performance at this surface does not need to be diffraction limited. We expect

LFAST will be located at a site that supports arcsecond-quality seeing conditions,
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so we aimed for arcsecond full-width half maximum (FWHM) at the guide camera

to balance image quality with atmospheric effects.

Figure 2.3: The paraxial model here is shown with a ±4 arcminute field. The guide
camera needs a significantly larger FOV than at the fiber in order to ensure that
there will be stars with enough brightness to guide with. The chosen field gives a
97% chance of at least one 16th magnitude star in the field of view, which we found
can be captured with a signal to noise ratio of ∼30 with a 10 second exposure[1, 2].

In addition, we have a requirement for being able to view objects down to 70°

from zenith as well as perform over two octaves of bandpass, to cover as much of

the night sky as possible and collect a broad bandpass for spectrographs. For the 18

µm fiber, and a focal length of 2520.12 mm, the fiber subtends 1.47 arcseconds on

the sky. At 70° elevation from zenith, atmospheric dispersion is a few arcseconds,

so correction needs to be made to maintain performance across the bandpass. The

fourth lens in the corrector stack is used as an atmospheric dispersion compensator,

which is described in more detail in Section 2.4. Lastly, we are producing these

telescopes in mass quantities, with maximum energy coupled into each telescope’s

fiber. As a final performance check, 2,640 Monte Carlo trials were performed to

represent all telescopes in the 1,200 m2 array to ensure that an average of at least

80% encircled energy is maintained in presence of all alignment errors. The rest of

this chapter will describe each piece of the LFAST design, and the reasoning behind

it in attempt to make a cost-effective, high-performing telescope.
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2.3 Optical Design

In 2022, I designed the first iteration of the LFAST unit telescope and presented it at

SPIE Astronomical Telescopes and Instrumentation in Montreal, Canada (Appendix

A). In 2022 and 2023, we went on to manufacture the entire unit telescope and mount

it on the same altitude and azimuth drives that are planned for the 20-unit telescope,

with a goal of completion by the end of 2024. In 2023, we have been performing

testing on the unit telescope, and using lessons learned to redesign some of the

optical components for next year’s 20-unit telescope prototype. The updated design

and analysis has been submitted to Springer Nano-manufacturing and Metrology

Special Issue on ”Astronomical Optics Manufacturing and Testing” (Appendix B).

The following optical design subsections focus on the updated design for the 20-unit

telescope and summarizes some of the changes and lessons learned from the first

unit telescope. Figure 2.4 shows layout of the final design to be used for the 20-unit

telescope, and Figure 2.5 shows the table with the full design prescription.

2.3.1 Primary Mirror

A substantial driver of cost and schedule in nearly any large telescope is the primary

mirror, and all ELTs currently in production have known this since the project

design phase[31, 32, 33]. This is often due to logistical and physical limitations of

manufacturing large, custom mirrors. It takes a long time for large glass mirrors to

cool, and a long time to remove material to polish perfect aspheric shapes. This

would be impractical if LFAST were to make mirrors in a similar way, since the goal

is to make thousands of them. The cost of the primary mirror needs to diminish at

higher manufacturing volumes for the concept of LFAST to be viable. This leads to

a rather unusual design decision for meter class telescopes[34]: a spherical primary

mirror. While spherical primary mirrors suffer from significant spherical aberration

(on-axis) and coma (off-axis), they are much easier to make via using full-sized pitch

polishing laps. This method naturally produces spherical shapes, reducing the time

and costs associated with figuring. Spherical primary mirrors are more tolerant to
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Figure 2.4: 2D optical layout of the final designed unit telescope for the 20-unit
prototype (top). Zoomed in view of the 2D layout of the prime focus corrector
assembly, including corrector lenses, fiber puck, relay system, and guide camera
(bottom).

alignment errors since they have no axis, an additional benefit. Even an optimized

aspheric mirror would still leave significant coma in the near off-axis fields needing

correction in some downstream optics. A conic would also require aspherizing in

the polishing process, costing the project money and time. Spherical is actually

the optimal choice for the primary mirror shape for a small, narrow field of view

telescope meant for mass manufacturing and single object spectroscopy.

The team had initially considered a Mangin mirror (reflective coating on the

back surface) to extend the lifetime for mirror coatings outdoors[35]. While Mangin

mirrors would have the added benefit of extended lifetime, there are significant
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Figure 2.5: Optical prescription for each unit telescope in the first 20-unit LFAST
telescope.
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downsides in their manufacturing, testing and operation. A Mangin primary mirror

for LFAST would require polishing both sides of a 30” mirror, potentially doubling

the time on a full-sized lap. The homogeneity of the glass in the mirror would also be

important since it is used in double-pass. Inhomogeneity in a Mangin LFAST mirror

would add an additional layer of complexity in characterization and correction of the

wavefront error introduced by it. There would also be a tight requirement on the two

Mangin mirror surfaces to be concentric. If the mirror has wedge, lateral chromatic

error would be introduced to the telescope. All of these potential errors would need

complementary metrology efforts in order to characterize them. In addition, the

emissivity of glass versus silver would cause large index of refraction variations in

a Mangin mirror. For these reasons, we decided to not pursue Mangin mirrors for

LFAST, even though they may have a longer lifetime outdoors. A single coated

surface is a much simpler and likely more cost effective choice in this case.

2.3.2 Prime Focus Corrector

The corrector optics can be split into two categories: before the fiber injection, and

after the fiber injection. As was discussed in Chapter 2.2, the requirements at each

of those image planes are quite different. At the fiber, only a central few arcsecond

field of view is crucial for diffraction limited imaging performance for maximum

fiber coupling efficiency for the as-built telescope. At the guide camera, it is only

important to obtain a larger field of view, sufficient that there are available stars for

tracking.

The corrector optics were designed to maintain the focal ratio of the primary

mirror, contributing minimal optical power. This allows for loose axial alignment

and manufacturing requirements for the corrector lenses. The spherical primary

mirror on its own has ∼65 waves of spherical aberration, relative to a paraboloid

of the same size and focal length. Maksutov originally revealed that third order

spherical aberration can be perfectly corrected with a single meniscus lens close to

focus, where the lens is self-achromatic[36]. However, this single lens cannot correct

coma, leaves some residual transverse chromatic aberration, and adds more higher
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order spherical aberration. This lens is essentially L1 in the LFAST design. To

reverse the additional higher order spherical aberration and coma and keep the focal

ratio constant, only two lenses are needed to give enough degrees of freedom, one

of flint and one of crown to correct for chromatic aberrations. This leaves a small

amount of astigmatism and Petzval curvature[37, 38]. At this point, the system

can either be diffraction limited within a 1 arcminute field and degrade significantly

toward off-axis fields, or be balanced across the full field. Figure 2.6 shows an LFAST

telescope with just two lenses, and the spot diagrams for the on-axis, 3-arcminute,

and 4-arcminute field when weighting the optimization for RMS spot size equally,

or more heavily for the on-axis field.

Figure 2.6: Conceptual design to create high quality images on-axis, for two-octaves
of bandpass. If the optimizer is weighted toward the on-axis field, diffraction limited
imaging is achieved in the vicinity of the on-axis field, and degrades for the rest of
the field. Black circle in the spot diagrams is the airy disk for 1 1 µm wavelength.
Alternatively, the imaging performance can be balanced if weighted equally. While
this simple telescope design works in theory, the addition of atmospheric dispersion
compensation and better performance near the on-axis field is needed for the as-built
telescope.
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To give some margin for optical and mechanical tolerances and pointing errors,

we require a broader range of diffraction-limited imaging performance. Thus, more

than two lenses are needed to extend the diffraction limited performance beyond

the on-axis field. We found that two more lenses (L3 and L4) enable this correction,

as well as atmospheric dispersion compensation, to be discussed in the next sec-

tion. The corrector was designed with these concepts in mind, correcting for Seidel

aberrations one by one and sequentially from L1 to L4. All lens radii and spacings

were optimized to achieve diffraction limited spot sizes within a 1 arcminute field,

from 1.6 µm Airy radius at 400 nm to 6.9 µm at 1700 nm. Figure 2.7 shows the

polychromatic RMS spot size as a function of field. The traditional glass types of

N-BK7 and F2 from Schott were originally chosen for the corrector lenses for their

low cost, high manufacturability, and good transmission in the required bandpass,

but these days those traditional glass types are much higher cost than alternatives.

In the current design, equivalent H-K9LGT and H-F4 from CDGM will be used

instead due to availability and cost, but in theory any crown-flint combination with

Abbe number difference comparable to 27.7 for BK7 and F2 could achieve good

image quality.

2.3.3 Atmospheric Compensation

As mentioned previously, the optical system needs to meet all specifications across

the entire two-octave bandpass, even at elevation angles close to the horizon. Ex-

oplanet transits happen all the time, in various parts of the sky, thus covering

as much sky as possible gives a higher probability of being able to observe them

around candidate stars. Across 400 to 1700 nm, nearly 4 arcseconds of atmospheric

dispersion is present at 70 degrees from zenith (shown on the left in Figure 2.9, which

means significant dispersion correction is necessary for optimal coupling into the 1.47

arcsecond fiber. Common atmospheric dispersion compensator (ADC) strategies

involve counter-rotating prisms (Amici prisms, or CR-ADC)[39, 40], linear ADC’s

(LADC) using axial motion of thin wedge prisms[41], tilting low-power lenses[38], or

compensating lateral ADC (CL-ADC)[42, 43] using counter-translating lenses. CR-
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Figure 2.7: RMS spot size at the fiber image plane as a function of field position.
Diffraction limit is shown for 900 nm. The telescope is diffraction limited at this
wavelength up to ∼0.03 degrees.

ADCs and LADCs work extremely well and can be designed to correct secondary

color down to 10s of milliarcseconds[40], but often involve complicated mechanics

to achieve the desired prism motion. Commonly these method correct dispersion

down to only 50 degrees. Operating down to 70 degrees nearly doubles the amount

of observable sky, creating more opportunities to observe transits.

For the thousands of telescopes in LFAST, fewer moving parts are desirable

to eliminate points of failure. In addition, CR-ADCs and LADCs add additional

components, causing energy losses at each interface and taking up valuable space

and mass in the prime focus corrector of each telescope. The simplest solution for

LFAST is the concept of CL-ADCs, as it does not add any additional components

to the system. Typically, this method involves counter-translating two lenses to
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compensate for the tilt and astigmatism caused by translating one of the lenses.

Since the only performance metric that matters is encircled energy into the fiber,

perfect correction of atmospheric dispersion is unnecessary, thus some secondary

spectrum can be tolerated. I designed the telescope to require translating only one

lens for atmospheric dispersion correction. Using lateral translation of only one lens

also creates significant image motion. Usually this would be a problem for any other

telescope that has a primary mirror with an axis, where tilting the primary mirror

would cause significant aberrations. Since the primary mirror is spherical (no axis)

and the required time for this correction is slow, simply tilting the primary mirror

to recenter the celestial target on the fiber can be done with minimal effect on the

image quality.

This design utilizes L4 as the ADC component. L4 decentering can perfectly

correct primary lateral color caused by the atmosphere(match the position of chief

rays of the shortest and longest wavelength in the bandpass). Figure 2.8 shows a

plot of the primary lateral color caused by the atmosphere as a function of elevation

angle[44, 45], the primary color induced by L4 as a function of decenter, and thus

the L4 decenter required at each elevation angle to correct for primary lateral color.

However, since the atmosphere does not have the same dispersion as the H-F4 flint

glass in L4 (or any type of glass), this is not the best solution for optimum encircled

energy coupled into the fiber. We carried out a numerical analysis to determine the

actual required L4 decenter values to achieve the best encircled energy. At shallower

elevation angles, these values start to diverge and expose the slight differences in

dispersion of the flint glass and the atmosphere. A slight under-correction of primary

lateral color due to the atmosphere yields the best encircled energy. Figure 2.9

shows an example corrected spot diagram at 70° from zenith. L4 needs to move 2

mm in order to correct the dispersion at this elevation angle, causing the image to

move nearly 0.7 mm(∼1 arcminute). Encircled energy in this worst case is 90.3%,

compared to the diffraction limit of 92.7%. Thus, even in this worst case, the

telescope would still be seeing-limited.
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Figure 2.8: Optimization of L4 decenter to correct for atmospheric dispersion.
Upper left shows the primary atmospheric dispersion (for 400-1700 nm)as a function
of elevation and induced primary dispersion from L4 as a function of decenter. These
curves can be mapped to the required L4 decenter to correct for primary atmospheric
dispersion as a function of elevation angle (bottom left). The decenter required to
correct for primary atmospheric dispersion correction, however, does not produce the
best encircled energy, thus a numerical analysis was performed to find the optimal
L4 decenter as a function of elevation (right).

2.3.4 Atmospheric jitter compensation

As mentioned in the previous section, translating L4 to compensate for atmospheric

dispersion also significantly translates the image. In other telescopes, this would

be an inconvenience, requiring extra components to compensate for the chief ray

deflection and aberrations caused by misalignment of aspheric primary mirrors. For

LFAST, we can use this property as an advantage. The atmosphere will cause seeing

motion to the wavefront on the order of 0.5 arcseconds or less. This will significantly

degrade fiber coupling efficiency if uncorrected. For every 100 µm translation in

L4, the image moves 34 µm, or about 2.8 arcseconds. This is a small percentage

of the lens motion needed to correct for atmospheric dispersion at low elevations

on the horizon (for example 1.9 mm at 70 degrees), thus this lens motion can be

used to correct for image motion caused by atmospheric wavefront tip/tilt without
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Figure 2.9: Spot diagram at the lowest elevation uncorrected (left) and corrected
with L4 lateral translation (right). The corrected focus is shown after recentering
the image on the fiber using tilt of the primary mirror. Also shown is the 18 µm
fiber core in gray.

significantly disrupting dispersion correction. Looking again at Figure 2.8, for each

elevation if the L4 decenter is non-optimal by 100 µm, less than 1% encircled energy

is lost, as opposed to more significant losses if the wavefront tilt is uncorrected.

Implementing a rapid corrective movement on L4 allows LFAST to obtain improved

performance with the presence of image motion due to seeing.

2.3.5 Fiber feed and relay optics

Each telescope will use feedback on whether light is properly coupled into the fiber

or not, as well as a wide field for guiding. The LFAST telescope primary mirror is

small, and thus has limited light collecting ability for short exposure times, which

are required for fast guiding to reduce atmospheric image motion. A simulated

image of a star when perfectly coupled with the fiber and when misaligned by 0.2

arcseconds due to the atmosphere is shown in Figure 2.10. The telescope needs a

wider field of view in order to improve the chances of bright stars existing in the field

of view to use for off-axis guiding. To achieve this, the fiber will be potted inside a

small fold mirror at the image plane, which is relayed 1:1 onto a camera sensor with
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a relay lens and another fold mirror, shown in Figure 2.4. This avoids losses that

would be caused by using a beamplitter to pick off the guide field and maintains a

mechanically compact layout. The requirements on the relay require a larger field

of view, but a narrower bandpass. The relay was optimized for wavelengths 500-800

nm, over a 4-arcminute half field of view, to give a high chance of an availabe guide

star as mentioned in Chapter 2.2. The relay is made of two copies of a simple lens

assembly, a plano-convex lens and a doublet. Again, these lenses were originally

made with N-BK7 and F2 but were switched to CDGM equivalents H-K9LGT and

H-F4, The relay was redesigned with an equal optimization weighting across all

fields. Figure 2.11 shows the polychromatic point spread functions (PSFs) at the

guide camera sensor plane.

Figure 2.10: Simulated images of the ’black hole’ at the guide camera due to the
fiber. Shown is the off-axis image, and image given 0.2 arcseconds of image motion.

2.4 Tolerancing

Our initial design tolerancing was done with a small number of trials, but this

telescope is designed to be built 2640 times, so a more encompassing Monte Carlo

trial was executed to gain a perspective on how the telescope array as a whole

may perform. Previously, a standard irregularity tolerance was used to specify the

primary mirror, but this does not suffice for a meter-class mirror. For this new

design, tolerancing was split into two pieces: the corrector and the primary mirror.
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Figure 2.11: Polychromatic PSFs for 3 field points at the guide camera image plane.
All field points are better than 1 arcsecond FWHM.

For mirrors of this size, it becomes difficult to specify with a single root-mean-square

(RMS) or peak to valley irregularity value (e.g., λ/4 or λ/8). Wavefront slope is

what truly impacts image quality, but slope cannot be described by a single depth

RMS value, as it is dependent on spatial scale. A structure function is used to

define the mirror requirements instead. The following sections tolerance the two

key pieces of the telescope separately and attempts to balance the errors introduced

by the mirror, the corrector, and the atmosphere.

2.4.1 Prime Focus Corrector

One of the key characteristics of LFAST is mass manufacturability at low cost.

This largely depends on the optical and mechanical tolerances of the system to

maintain high quality performance. LFAST needs components to be produced in

large quantities, therefore any components that require high-precision machining or

alignment are undesirable. All components and optics should be easily scalable both

in their manufacturing as well as the assembly. Thus, we took great care to loosen
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tolerances wherever possible to expedite production of LFAST telescopes at a low

cost.

Because the primary mirror is spherical, and the prime focus corrector was de-

signed to maintain the focal ratio of the primary mirror, axial errors have minimal

impact on wavefront error (WFE). Thus, image degradation due to errors such as

lens spacing, lens thickness, surface radii, and even refractive index, are mitigated

with the assumption that primary mirror piston is a compensator for defocus.

Figure 2.12 shows mechanical tolerances and sensitivity curves for non-axial er-

rors found for decenter/tilt of L1-L4. L1 and L3 are the most mechanically sensitive

components, while L2 and L4 are looser. This information allowed us to better

tighten tolerances where they are most effective as compared to the previous design.

We began with 0.1 mm decenter tolerances on L2 and L4, 0.05 mm on L1 and L3,

and 3 arcminutes (0.05 degrees) of tilt on all lenses, or approximately 0.1 mm edge

thickness difference (ETD) at 100 mm diameter. Figure 2.13a shows how this is

combined together with all other tolerances for Monte Carlo trials. All axial toler-

ances are very loose (±150 µm), and were set to the standard loosest requirement

per many optical manufacturer’s tolerancing charts[46, 47, 48, 49].

Figure 2.12: Sensitivity curves and best fit lines shown for decenter and tilt of each
corrector lens. Sensitivity values are shown as µm/mm for decenter or µm/deg for
tilt. These values indicate the increase in radius to 80% encircled energy per unit
perturbation.
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Figure 2.13: Final tolerances for the prime focus corrector (a). L1 and L3 have
slightly more sensitivity than L2 and L4, thus the decenter tolerance is tighter for
L1 and L3. Irregularity, wedge, radius error, center thickness, and material prop-
erties are all within standard tolerances for a variety of manufacturers. Mechanical
tolerances are within achievable tolerances for a lens barrel. The yield curve and
histogram (b) are shown for 2640 Monte Carlo trials using these tolerances with uni-
form statistics. The average performance is 84.2% encircled energy, and the number
of telescopes is shown in 2.5% bin widths.

This tolerancing does not include aberrations on the primary mirror, but rather

isolates properties of the corrector that are loose or sensitive. As expected, any

axial errors due to surface power or lens spacing/thickness are easily compensated

for with ±25 mm of primary mirror piston. The most sensitive parameters are

non-axial errors: lens decenter, lens wedge, and element tilt, although these are

still well within commercial machining tolerances. All tolerances chosen are within

”commercial” or ”standard” tolerances given by a variety of optics manufacturers,

and should be achievable with commercial machining and alignment tolerances for

a lens barrel[50]. Figure 2.13b shows the yield for 2640 telescopes using uniform

distributions of the tolerances shown in Figure 2.13a. The simulation showed that

80% of telescopes meet the 80% encircled energy requirement, and the average of

all telescopes is 84.2% encircled energy.
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2.4.2 Primary Mirror

All other surfaces in the telescope design have a single surface irregularity specifi-

cation in number of fringes, which is a depth value. Common irregularity in pitch

polished lenses takes the form of low order Zernike polynomials. However, for large

surfaces, this specification is often not good enough, as mid-spatial frequencies be-

come more present and impactful to the surface slope errors. For high performance

systems, especially ELTs, a slope specification is needed to define surface deviations

at a variety of spatial scales. LFAST uses 1” thick, 30” diameter BOROFLOAT®

mirrors. This is the standard thickness for BOROFLOAT® glass, which reduces

the cost of procurement. Due to the small aspect ratio of the mirror (30 to 1),

it is likely that mid-spatial frequencies may show up in the polishing process due

to local bending of the mirror. As the spatial scale of surface errors shrink but

the amplitude does not, the RMS slope increases[51]. Because optical performance

(wavefront error) is truly dependent on surface slope error, surface error amplitude

requirements are directly dependent on spatial scale. A peak to valley specification

suffers from the same problem[52]. At scale smaller than λ/20, light will react to

the surface as if it is perfectly smooth.

The GMT mirrors have been specified using a structure function[53, 54, 55, 56],

which is a measure of the wavefront error as a function of spatial scale. It is defined

as the mean square wavefront difference between random points in the aperture as

a function of their separation. It is used since wavefront error due to atmosphere

turbulence is also commonly described by a structure function[57, 58]. Turbulence

fundamentally limits the image quality of a telescope that does not use adaptive

optics, like LFAST. It is expected that the location of LFAST may have seeing

as good as 1 arcseconds FWHM, which will create a baseline best case encircled

energy. Figure 2.14 shows this effect by convolving the polychromatic point spread

function (PSF) of the telescope with a Gaussian of various arcsecond FWHM (or

2
√
2ln(2)σ).

At 1 arcsecond FWHM, we can expect approximately an 8% loss in energy.
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Figure 2.14: Point Spread Function as a function of seeing. Loss of encircled energy
increases rapidly as the FWHM approaches the fiber diameter.

This can be similarly applied to requirements for the primary mirror to define a

requirement for the structure function. We showed in the previous section that the

tolerancing of the PFC accounts for on average 8% loss compared to the diffrac-

tion limit. Using a tighter requirement on the primary mirror would thus make

the telescope seeing limited. A 0.5 arcsecond FWHM requirement on the primary

mirror would thus roughly balance the error contributions from the primary mir-

ror, the corrector optics, and atmospheric seeing. Figure 2.15 shows the resulting

structure function requirement for 1 arcsecond FWHM(the same as expected from

the atmosphere), and a goal of 0.5 arcsec FWHM, measured at the interferometer

test wavelength, 632.8 nm. The LFAST primary mirrors will have 24 Peltier devices

around the edge of the mirror to control low order Zernike deformations[30]. As

with the GMT mirrors, eventually, the diffraction limit is reached and a better sur-

face will not make a better image, thus the requirements can be loosened at spatial

scales that correspond to required wavefront error smaller than λ/20 RMS.
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Figure 2.15: Structure function requirement for LFAST. 1 arcsec is the expected
atmospheric seeing conditions, and 0.5 arcsec is the mirror requirement goal.

2.4.3 Testing

It is important to establish testing regimens to ensure that both the primary mirror

and the PFC will meet performance requirements before testing them on-sky. For

the primary mirror, the measurement is trivial: a phase-shifting interferometer with

the mirror center of curvature aligned with the interferometer focus for a null test

configuration. The collected data is then used to calculate the structure function

and compare to requirements in Figure 10. Testing the PFC is more difficult.

The PFC compensates for the spherical aberrations present in the spherical pri-

mary mirror when used at infinite conjugates. In a blackbox, it appears as an optic

with a large amount of spherical aberration, and a small amount of power. If the

PFC on its own was tested in double pass with a flat reference mirror, there is

enough power and spherical aberration present that the fringes would alias, render-

ing the wavefront unmeasurable. Additionally, a point source test with a spherical

reference mirror would run into similar problems. To test the entire PFC assembly

separately from the primary mirror, we have developed a null corrector made of

two 3” H-K9LGT lenses to correct the on-axis aberrations introduced by the PFC.
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The PFC will be tested with a 2” diameter collimated beam from a Fizeau inter-

ferometer. Figure 2.16 shows the layout of the null lens and PFC test in double

pass.

Figure 2.16: Null Lens, Prime Focus Corrector, and return mirror set up in a
double-pass configuration. The returning beam has only 0.0033 waves of wavefront
error.

Figure 2.17: Optical prescription for the null lens.

This double-pass Fizeau interferometer setup produces a λ/300 null. From the

yield data in Figure 2.13b, about 80% of systems pass the 80% encircled energy
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requirement. The Monte Carlo trials indicated that the wavefront error associated

with this cutoff is 0.5 waves RMS. This wavefront error will be doubled due to

double-pass but will only be tested with half of the full aperture (2” test beam

versus 4” L1 and L2 lenses) thus we have set 0.5 waves RMS as the pass or fail

requirement for the as-built PFC assembly under the double pass measurement. A

computer generated hologram (CGH) could be used in place of this null lens, but

for now the team aims to use a nulls lens due to its simplicity and familiarity among

typical optical engineers and technicians.

2.5 Results from first unit telescope testing

This Chapter has focused on the design for the telescopes 20-unit assembly(it is

the most recent, and better than the previous design), but it is important to briefly

discuss the prototype unit telescope as-built. In 2022, the team used an older version

of the design discussed in this Chapter. The design in very similar, with the main

differences being lens diameter to thickness aspect ratio, atmospheric dispersion

performance, and change of material. Many team members have been crucial in

getting parts of the telescope together: rapid manufacturing of the spherical primary

mirrors, designing and manufacturing the prime focus corrector housing, structural

design of the telescope frame, control of the azimuth and elevation drives, and so

much more. This section serves as a very short summary of the construction of

the first unit telescope to put the previous parts of this chapter into context. The

end of this section shows some initial results of on-sky testing with the single unit

telescope.

2.5.1 30” Mirror

Manufacturing and Testing

Traditionally mirrors are made by grinding and polishing a glass blank. This process

is a material removal process. The GMT blanks are made at the Richard F. Caris

Mirror Lab by spin casting, where glass is melted and slowly spun in the furnace to
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create the base paraboloid shape. The LFAST team has taken a different approach

to manufacturing mirrors. The mirrors are formed from 1” thick, 32” diameter

BOROFLOAT® blank disks (with a 3” inner bore hole for center mounting). The

disks are placed on a precision machined, lapped and polished mold, and the mold

and glass blank is heated to soften the glass and allow its own gravity to slump it

to match the mold surface. Figure 2.18 shows the steel mold and the blank mirror

being placed on it in the furnace. This process saves significant time that would

typically be attributed to slowly removing material via grinding to form the rough

shape of the mirror. The slumped glass mirror is then cooled, and sent to the fine

grinding and polishing station to create the finished mirror figure, shown in Figure

2.19. Since the mirror shape is spherical, this can be done with a full-size lap,

speeding up the polishing process from 6 months for a GMT mirror segment, to two

days for an LFAST mirror.

Figure 2.18: Precision polished steel mold (left), lifting the 32” BOROFLOAT®
mirror into the oven (center), and the slumped glass blank on the mold surface in
the oven (right).

Mirror Mounting and Thermal Shape Control

We aimed to use a 18-point wiffle tree[59] to support the primary mirrors, modeled

to only have 10 nm RMs error at zenith pointing. Since the mirror for LFAST is

so thin, it is susceptible to warping due to thermal gradients. LFAST aims to use

this as an advantage by applying thermal-electric coolers (TECs) to the back of the

mirror to either deliver heat or take heat away[30]. With a proper applied heat map,

Zernike surface terms can be added to the surface to offset errors in the inherent
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Figure 2.19: Grinding station (left) and polishing station (right).

mirror shape, or mirror bending due to gravity at a pointing angles below zenith.

The mirror is a separate unit with three motors for tip, tilt, and piston adjustment,

132 TECs, and an 18-point wiffle tree. 24 edge TECs are used for control of low-

order shape, with an additional 108 that may not be needed in the future. Figure

2.20 shows the completed assembly before mounting on the telescope frame.

2.5.2 PFC Mechanical Design and Alignment

Without a mechanical design, an optical design is just floating in the air. Dr. An-

drew Monson designed the mechanical mounts for the PFC optics, and assisted with

the lens alignment using a point source microscope (PSM) from Optical Perspectives.

For the first unit telescope, atmospheric dispersion and jitter correction was not im-

plemented, thus L4 was statically mounted to L1-L3. These lenses were aligned on a
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Figure 2.20: First LFAST primary mirror assembly.

lens centering station (LCS), and epoxied in place. The relay lenses were self-aligned

using spacers, and held in place with standard Newport RMS thread retaining rings.

Figure 2.21 shows the assembly process of the PFC lens mounts. Figure 2.22 shows

the full top end assembly ready to be mounted to the telescope frame.

2.5.3 Unit Telescope Frame and Azimuth/Elevation Drive

To demonstrate the ability to use the two low-cost worm drives that are typically

used in solar concentrator control, the LFAST team used the same worm drive on

the single unit telescope as will be used for the final 20-unit telescope demonstration.

A frame using the same tubing size and structure was used to build the first unit

telescope. Figure 2.23 shows LFAST project manager Peter Gray (left) and principal

investigator and developer of the original 1977 concept for LFAST, Roger Angel
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Figure 2.21: Shown here is the CAD layout cross-section of the mechanical mounts
for L1-L4 and the relay lenses (top). The barrel was centered on the lens centering
station (bottom left), and the optics were stacked in order from L1 to L4 (bottom
center). Final assembled L1-L4 is shown on the bottom right.

Figure 2.22: CAD drawing of the PFC barrel (left), the barrel attached to its mount-
ing structure (center), and the final PFC barrel populated with the lens assembly
with graduate student Sonja Choi and Dr. Andrew Monson. (right)

(right).
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Figure 2.23: The final painted frame for the single unit telescope. It uses the same
azimuth and elevation drives and the same pier that the 20-unit telescope will use.

2.5.4 On-Sky Testing

The unit telescope has been used for significant on-sky testing in 2023, with the goal

of understanding potential problems and improvements for the 20-unit telescope

construction in 2024. Figure 2.24 shows the final assembled unit telescope on-sky at

dusk, tracking Vega. The telescope is currently being tested at the UArizona Tech

Park.
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Figure 2.24: Final unit telescope on-aky at the UArizona Tech Park.
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CHAPTER 3

Binocular Fringe Projection Profilometry for Metrology of Meter-Scale Optical

Surfaces

This chapter is a summary of an article published in to OPTICA Continuum, in

Appendix C. The software that runs the system described in this chapter has been

licensed from Tech Launch Arizona to Fringe Metrology LLC (founded by the author

of this dissertation). Fringe Metrology LLC aims to continue this research to address

a number of improvements to the current system, which is described at the end of

this chapter.

3.1 Motivation

In 2020, Dr. Justin Hyatt and Dr. Daewook Kim received a grant from the National

Science Foundation (NSF) titled ”Rapid and Inexpensive Thermoforming Technol-

ogy for Precision Radio Telescope Reflector Panels”. As discussed in Chapter 1, the

project aims to avoid the use of expensive, custom molds, continuing the theme of

scalability. Radio telescope reflectors are nearly always made with small individual

panels, and those panels often have shapes that are different than other panels in

the dish, especially for off-axis dishes. The project solves this problem by research-

ing methods to develop an adjustable mold that can conform to a broad range of

shapes that are in radio telescope reflector dishes. The process involves heating an

aluminum panel to reduce its yield strength and allow it to ’fall’ into the shape of

the mold due to its own weight. But, as Jim Wyant puts it: ”If you can’t mea-

sure it, you can’t make it.”[60]. Without measurement feedback, this project would

be nearly impossible. Measurements are needed at nearly every stage of research

for this project. Measurements are needed in order to know how much to move

each actuator on the mold, and to know when sufficient mold accuracy is achieved.
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Measurements are needed to test how the mold changes after heating cycles. Mea-

surements are needed to research the right heating cycle to apply to the aluminum

panels. Measurements are needed on the resulting panels to characterize the spring-

back and invert it to apply it to the mold. For this research project to function

efficiently, a complementary metrology method is needed that is fast, accurate, has

a large dynamic range, and works on a wide range of materials and surface finishes.

In applications such as radio astronomy and optical component manufacturing,

reflecting and refracting surfaces need to have very accurate shapes, yet often have

surface roughness that makes them non-specular to visible wavelengths, either as

the final product or in an intermediate stage of manufacturing. This presents a sig-

nificant measurement challenge, since scattering reduces coherence and specularity.

For example, surfaces used in high frequency radio astronomy have a common accu-

racy requirement of λ/25 [61](often tens of microns for millimeter-scale wavelengths)

but still need to scatter visible and near infrared wavelengths to avoid unintentional

heating from focused sunlight[62]. Measurement of these surfaces is crucial to the

performance of the final antenna[8, 63, 64], but metrology methods that rely on

specular surfaces are futile in this application.

Current measurement options for large antenna segments either require physical

probing of the surface or measurement of the locations of physical fiducials. Coordi-

nate Measuring Machines (CMM) have traditionally been used to measure surface

shapes by touching the surface with a probe at multiple points[65] and extracting

3D points using encoders. This method is performed on a point-by-point basis, so

oftentimes taking high spatial resolution measurements aren’t possible in a reason-

able amount of time, as each sampled point takes a few seconds to acquire. Laser

trackers have also been heavily used in the manufacturing of individual panels and

shape verification of the final constructed antenna[66, 20, 67, 68]. Laser trackers

require physical placement of retro-reflector fiducials, meaning the fiducials need

to be continuously relocated in order to sample a 3D point. Therefore, rapid high

spatial resolution measurements are not possible with this method either.

Photogrammetry has also been used for some of these applications[65, 69, 70].
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Photogrammetry involves capturing many images of precision fiducials that are

placed on the surface, and triangulating the fiducials to produce 3D points. This

method has shown high accuracy, but also requires manual placement of fiducials[71],

significantly slowing the measurement process. In this type of system, pixel utiliza-

tion is low: only pixels that see the fiducial pattern are used to triangulate object

locations.

The original metrology plan for the project was to design and build an infrared

(IR) deflectometry system to measure the panels and the mold. Deflectometry is a

non-null, slope measuring metrology method, concept shown in Figure 3.1. I built

such a system[72] and was able to produce data but found that it required different

configurations to measure a broad range of convex and concave shaped panels. This

made it challenging to calibrate to produce reliable low-order shape measurements

and recalibrate every time a new configuration is required. The project needed a

method that was more compact, flexible, and reliable.

Figure 3.1: The concept of deflectometry, If the positions of a source, a camera,
and a point on the unit under test is known, simple law of reflection can be applied
to extract the surface slope at that point. Scanning the source to cover all points
on the unit under test builds a slope maps of the surface, which can be integrated
to reconstruct the surface depth map.

I ultimately decided that a structured light system was the right type of system

for this application. Structured light scanning systems are similar to photogram-

metry, but output much higher spatially sampled scans by utilizing a light source
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Figure 3.2: Actual implementation of infrared deflectometry. I used two nichrome
ribbons on two separate encoded linear stages, one for X scanning and one for Y
scanning. Current was allowed to flow through the nichrome ribbons as they were
scanned using the linear stages, and a thermal camera was used to capture the
reflected images.

to produce fiducials and observing the scattered image with a camera in order to

extract more information about the surface via triangulation[73, 74, 75]. This makes

it a great candidate concept for rapid metrology of large, diffuse surfaces like radio

telescope panels. Recent decades have produced vast amounts of research into 3D

scanning techniques using structured light, particularly Fringe Projection Profilom-

etry (FPP)[76]. FPP is a sub-category of structured light measurement systems that

specifically focuses on projecting a periodic pattern onto an object in order to rapidly

extract feature information by observing the deformed pattern. There are many vari-

ations of FPP. Some research in this field focuses on optimizing system calibration

methods[77, 78]. Others focus more on the hardware, using different types of pro-

jectors or numbers of cameras[79]. There is also significant research into reduction

of the non-linear effect of the phase shifting algorithms[80, 81, 82, 83]. Much of the

research in this field is focused on improving the measurement speed by using more

efficient phase shifting algorithms that require fewer pattern acquisitions[84, 85, 86],
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and converting phase directly to depth based on calibration of a camera and a

projector[87]. However, in general there is little focus on scaling up the concepts

to measure large surfaces with extremely high accuracy. When it comes to radio

telescope panels, the bottleneck in the manufacturing process is more heavily at-

tributed to the panel-forming method than to the metrology method. This allows

for ample time to tune a FPP method for high accuracy or meter-sized surfaces.

3.2 Technical Background

3.2.1 Stereo Vision

The metrology method I developed for panel metrology is based on the simple

concept of Stereo Vision (SV)[88]. SV computes 3D coordinates of objects based

on the binocular disparity between the 2D images of an object from two different

perspectives. It is used in everything from robotic navigation to 3D movies to our

own human depth perception. If the intrinsic properties of the cameras are known

(i.e. focal length, distortion, principle point) and the extrinsic properties of the

camera pair are known (i.e. relative rotation and translation difference between

each camera), a 3D object could theoretically be perfectly reconstructed. However,

diffraction, camera noise, feature matching accuracy, and calibration errors of the

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters result in an uncertainty in measured coordinates.

These errors culminate into an expected depth resolution limit of a SV system,

which depends on the geometry of the camera perspectives relative to the object

to be measured, and the method used to match object features. The equation for

estimating the depth resolution of a SV system is well-established in the field of

computer vision[89]:

δz =
z2

bf
∆p (3.1)

where b is the camera baseline distance, z is the object distance from the baseline, f

is the focal length of the cameras, and ∆p is the disparity error in number of pixels

multiplied by the physical pixel size, coming from the feature matching uncertainties
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in the system. These parameters can be easily adjusted to give predicted resolution

in the tens of microns for surfaces sizes on the order of a square meter using current

image sensor technology (pixel size and total array size limitations), assuming dis-

parity error is on the order of a pixel. This resolution starts to degrades for systems

that attempt to cover a larger area. If a larger area needs to be measured, one

could decrease the focal length, but this hurts depth resolution inversely. One could

simply move the cameras further away, but the distance from the object hurts depth

resolution quadratically. One could also extend the camera baseline distance, but

this can cause depth of focus limitations, making calibration of extrinsic parameters

difficult and creating poor spatial resolution in one dimension. Therefore the only

way to significantly improve the depth resolution while keeping hardware configura-

tion constant is to decrease the pixel disparity error by combining a robust feature

on the object with a sub-pixel matching method. Fundamentally, the limits of the

method are limited by the minimum detectable point separation. As SNR increases,

the probability that a target is identifiable as two separate points also increases[90].

The SNR and therefore the matching limitation is thus limited by photon noise.

3.2.2 Fringe Projection Profilometry

FPP systems often involve projecting a series of N phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns

onto an object and taking images of the distorted pattern with a camera[85]. The

captured pattern typically takes the form of Eq. (3.2) for vertically oriented fringes:

In(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos

[
u0x+

2πn

N
+ ϕobj(x, y)

]
(3.2)

where u0 is the fringe frequency, n is the current phase step, N is the total number

of phase steps, and ϕobj(x, y) is the phase of the object observed by a camera’s

2D detector plane, which contains information about the object shape. a(x, y)

and b(x, y) are the background intensity and the fringe modulation, respectively.

Projecting this series of N patterns onto an object and capturing images with a

camera encodes that object with contours of equal phase (ϕobj). The wrapped
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phase ϕobj,wrapped in Eq. (3.2) can be recovered with the N-step Phase Shifting

Algorithm[84]:

ϕobj,wrapped(x, y) = arctan

(∑N−1
n=0 In(x, y) sin(

2πn
N

)
∑N−1

n=0 In(x, y) cos(
2πn
N

)

)
(3.3)

where In(x, y) is the 2D irradiance pattern captured on the camera detector for each

phase step n. This equation recovers the wrapped phase in modulo 2π steps, which

can then be unwrapped with a spatial phase unwrapping method[3].

Most FPP systems then use a variety of phase-to-height mapping methods to

produce 3D measurements, based on the calibrated geometry of the camera and pro-

jector, or a calibration surface[91]. Oftentimes the projector and camera is treated

as a stereo-pair, where the projector acts as an inverse camera, and the phase con-

tours are used as epipolar geometry constraints to determine matching features[85].

Either way, both of these methods require some form of calibration of the projector,

which can be challenging to do accurately and quickly, and has limited dynamic

range. This often requires additional calibration for gamma distortion, the nonlin-

ear brightness response of displays[92, 93]. In addition, this method relies on the

temporal stability of projector illumination.

3.2.3 Stereo Camera FPP

Some have added an additional camera to the system and leveraged multiple

benefits[79]. With two cameras, the projector can simply act as a fiducial gen-

erator to assist stereo camera triangulation. Strategies to calibrate the intrinsic and

extrinsic parameters of two cameras is very well-established [94]. In this case, the

projector can be used to encode contours of equal phase using phase shifting in

one direction, and feature matching based on the same epipolar geometry method

as the projector-camera systems. This combines the concept of SV, requiring fea-

ture matching across two images from different perspectives, and FPP, requiring a

calibration using a known object.

Looking back at 3.1, if the stereo matching precision (pixel disparity error) can be
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improved to sub-pixel matching accuracy, then the theoretical depth resolution ex-

periences the same linear improvement, assuming perfect calibration. As described

in Section 2.2, using a set of phase-shifted sinusoidal fringe patterns encodes the

object with contours of equal phase. Adding another set of phase shifted patterns

oriented in the orthogonal direction encodes the object with a unique phase pair

combination at every point on the 3D object, imaged onto a camera’s 2D detector

plane: ϕh(x, y) and ϕv(x, y), for horizontal and vertical phase, respectively, with x

and y denoting the vertical and horizontal locations on the detector plane. Figure

3.3 shows an example set of projected fringes, the wrapped phase for each direction,

and then unwrapped phase. I use a spatial phase unwrapping technique based on a

reliability sorting method[3] to recover the continuous phase in the horizontal and

vertical phase directions, for both cameras.

Figure 3.3: Phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns encodes contours of equal phase. Only
four steps are shown for simplicity. Using Eq. 3.3 produces the wrapped phase maps.
The reliability sorting method by noncontinuous path[3] is used to unwrap the phase.
The result is a continuous phase distribution. Using this phase shifted pattern in
two orthogonal directions produces two phase distributions, which encodes every
point with a unique phase pair combination.
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3.3 Binocular FPP with sub-pixel phase matching

3.3.1 Subpixel Matching Process

Pixels on camera 1 can be matched to pixels on camera 2 based on the phase pair

that has the minimum difference, and these matched pairs of pixels are triangulated

using the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to produce a set of 3D points

representing the object being measured.

However, this method does not fully utilize the information encoded on the

object. The projector encodes the object with a quasi-continuous phase distribution,

and those distributions are measured with a discretely sampled detector array from

each camera’s perspective. It is highly unlikely that there is any one pixel on camera

1 that exactly samples the same area on the object as any pixel on camera 2. That

means there is no pixel on camera 1 that has a phase pair that exactly matches

the phase pair of a pixel on camera 2. Existing research has shown that subpixel

phase matching can improve calibration via bundle adjustment using thousands of

matched points and a variety of subpixel matching methods [95, 96, 97, 98].

We used subpixel phase matching to create a 3D point from every pixel on

camera 1 that projects onto the object, and interpolate the rough matching location

on camera 2 it until the subpixel matching location is as precise as possible. In

order to accomplish this, we can assume that there likely exists a subpixel location

on camera 2 that nearly exactly matches the phase pair of a pixel on camera 1. Much

higher feature matching precision can be obtained by matching the phase pair of a

pixel on camera 1 to a corresponding phase pair subpixel location on camera 2 via

interpolation. One could simply interpolate the entire phase map by a large factor,

but the image size, and therefore the search algorithm time for finding matching

phase pairs, scales by n2. This would make processing times far too long on an

average computer, on the order of hours. One could also fit each phase distribution

to a surface map and solve the matching phase pair locations analytically, but would

require an extremely high number of terms in order to preserve high frequency

surface information. Instead, we search the image first for a rough match, and use a
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windowed interpolation strategy to iteratively search smaller interpolated windows,

greatly reducing computation time while still producing subpixel matching precision,

without losing spatial resolution. The steps of this process are described in-depth

below and visualized in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Precision stereo matching process shown for the horizontal phase only, for
simplicity. For each pixel on camera 1, the closest matching phase pixel on camera
2 is found. A local window around the closest match is made and interpolated, and
a new closest match is found. Repeating this process converges on a best matched
’location’ on the camera 2 detector to each pixel on camera 1. Actual algorithm
uses vertical and horizontal phase pair. With the vertical direction included in the
matching process, there is a small window where the best matched phase pair must
exist.

1. Start with a pixel on camera 1, which has phase pair ϕh,1(n,m) and ϕv,1(n,m),

where n and m are denoting a pixel in the nth row and mth column on the

detector plane.

2. The first interpolated window on camera 2 is identified with its center at

(x0, y0) on camera 2 by finding the location that has the minimum root sum

squares (RSS) phase difference from the current (n,m) pixel on camera 1:

(
[φh,2(x, y)− φh,1(n,m)]2 + [φv,2(x, y)− φv,1(n,m)]2

) 1
2 = min (3.4)
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where (x, y) denotes the pixel locations across the entire image.

3. Create a local 5×5 window centered on the matched pixel (x0, y0) for each

vertical and horizontal phase distribution on camera 2, and linearly interpolate

the window 5×, producing a 25×25 frame. This is the 0th interpolated layer.

4. Step 2 is then repeated, but now finding the optimal pixel location on the 0th

interpolated layer only. We then search for r∗0 = (x∗
0, y

∗
0) on layer 0 where we

obtain the best matched phase, in other words:

(
[φh,2(x

∗, y∗)− φh,1(n,m)]2 + [φv,2(x
∗, y∗)− φv,1(n,m)]2

) 1
2 = min (3.5)

where (x∗, y∗) ∈ N is denoting the location on the small neighborhood of

25× 25 (sub)pixels in the 0th layer.

5. Create a second interpolated layer taking the 5× 5 pixel window around r∗0 =

(x∗
0, y

∗
0) and then interpolate it to build another 25× 25-(sub)pixel grid as the

second layer N2.

6. Repeat step 5 and 6 until the following convergence criterion is met:

∥r∗l+1 − r∗l ∥2 < 0.01 pixel (3.6)

where l = 0, 1, . . . is the super-resolution layer. Thus, r∗l indicates the best

center location for the l-th interpolated layer. The number of iterations it

takes to meet this criterion varies from 1 to 5, depending on the amount of

overlapping projected area on the object of the pixel on camera 1 with a

corresponding pixel in camera 2.

7. Repeat the entire process for each pixel on camera 1.

Using the phase of the projected fringes as the SV fiducial has major benefits

in robustness to both hardware and environmental errors. Effects such as projector

nonlinear brightness, temporal and spatial brightness fluctuations and projector lens

distortion errors are eliminated since phase is not used directly to determine depth,
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but is simply a fiducial to assist determining parallax of stereo vision[99]. Applying

this process to each pixel results in highly accurate subpixel feature matching, which

leads to high depth resolution, high spatially sampled 3D point clouds representing

the surface figure.

3.3.2 Calibration

To demonstrate the predicted accuracy of this technique over large areas, we assem-

bled an example system to cover an area of 1 m2. We used two 20 megapixel FLIR

Blackfly USB3 cameras with Sony IMX183 sensors and 12 mm focal length lenses.

For the projector, we used a 1080P Optoma GT1080HDR Short Throw Gaming

Projector, which allows pattern projection over a large area from a short working

distance. The sensor pixel size was 2.4 µm, the baseline distance was 2.5 meters

and the object distance was 1 meter (Figure 3.5). Based on Eq. (3.1), this should

produce a depth resolution of 80 µm assuming a one pixel disparity error, however

the performance should be significantly improved via smaller pixel disparity error

by using interpolated stereo matching.

The two cameras were calibrated using MATLAB’s Camera Calibrator App for

the intrinsic parameters and the Stereo Camera Calibrator App for extrinsic param-

eters, calibrating only for radial distortion, since these well-made cameras and lenses

should have negligible tangential distortion. This software uses Zhang’s well-known

method[94]. We used 19 images of a 22x23 black and white checkerboard with 15

mm squares placed in a variety of locations and orientations within the field of view.

The calibration involved covering the entire field of view of both cameras, near the

planned working distance of the measurement surface. Figure 3.6 shows the camera

layout with sampled locations of the calibration target as well as the corresponding

reprojection error.

The mean reprojection error shown in Figure 3.6 of the calibration process was

0.16 pixels. While this may seem like the limiting factor in accuracy based on

Eq. 3.1, it is only the limiting factor in calibration. Errors in calibration due

to the calibration board itself (such as board flatness, gravity deformation, and
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Figure 3.5: Actual system layout of cameras, projector, computer and unit under
test (UUT). Note the rough placement of the projector. The only requirement is
that the projector completely covers the UUT with fringes. The measurement is only
made by stereo matching, so only the cameras require a stable mounting scheme.
This configuration produces an expected depth resolution of 80 µm assuming one
pixel of disparity error, but we expect the interpolated phase matching method to
significantly reduce this.

Figure 3.6: Layout of extrinsic parameters and calibration target locations (left)
and their corresponding reprojection errors for each camera (right).

sharpness of checkerboard corners) as well as noise in the corner finding algorithm

limits the calibrated reprojection error. It has been shown in other research that
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measurements of real objects are required to evaluate the actual accuracy of a stereo-

camera calibration[100]. For this reason we will focus on measuring real objects in

Section 4.

It is important to note that this is just one embodiment of the system. In theory

any combination of camera types (pixel size, array size, focal length) can be used

in combination with any projector. The only requirements to obtain a 3D point on

the surface is that both cameras see the same area on the object, and the projector

also covers that area.

3.3.3 Data Acquisition and Processing

We employ an 11-step phase shifting algorithm in both orthogonal directions, mak-

ing a total of 22 captured images for each camera, 44 images in total. Using 11

phase steps helps to reduce noise in the final measured phase maps [101, 102]. Eq.

3.3 is used to recover the wrapped phase, and the spatial phase unwrapping method

based on reliability sorting from Herraez et. al. [3] is used to recover the unwrapped

phase maps for each camera. Other methods aim to use fewer frequencies in order

to speed up acquisition, but for this application it is better to trade faster speed for

better precision and reliability.

The technique in Section 2 is then used to match each pixel on camera 1 to a

location on camera 2, producing a set of matched feature points. Each set of matched

points is then triangulated using the calibrated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters

to produce the final 3D object[103].

3.4 Demonstrations

3.4.1 Flatness Accuracy

One of the challenges of claiming high resolution measurements is verifying it with

a known test object. We expect the system to produce depth resolution of 80

µm for a disparity error of 1 pixel, so a good candidate test surface would ideally

have a much higher accuracy. One of the industry standards for a high performing
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structured light system is the ATOS 5 produced by GOM. It lists a max-permissible

error (MPE) of 38 µm and a typical certification result for VDI-2634 of 26 µm

over a 0.75m square measurement area[104]. Granite surface plates commonly have

surface flatness in this range. We measured a 9x12” Grade B granite surface plate,

with specified root-mean-square (RMS) flatness accuracy of 5.1 µm. Fig 3.7 shows

some sample images of the projected fringes as seen from each camera, as well as an

example wrapped and unwrapped phase for vertical fringes as seen from Camera 1.

Figure 3.7: Shown are images of the first phase step for horizontal and vertical
fringes, seen from both cameras (top). Also shown is a masked image of just the
granite surface, with the wrapped phase shown (bottom left) and the unwrapped
phase (bottom right). Shown is only the wrapped and unwrapped phase for one
fringe direction and for one camera, for simplicity.

Figure 3.8 shows the actual granite surface plate that was measured along with

the final measurement using the interpolated stereo matching method, along with the

final measured point cloud with plane fit subtracted, which has 1.29 million points

and a 5.2 µm RMS error. Note that much of the error in Figure 3.8 is high spatial

frequency, not low order error, demonstrating the overall shape accuracy of this

system. Compared to the theoretical depth resolution of 80 µm assuming one pixel of
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disparity error, this measurement would imply that the system is capable of subpixel

matching up to at least 80µm/5.2µm = 1/15 pixels. While this measurement is not

the same at the certifications used in VDI-2634 for the ATOS 5, it does provide some

validation that the overall measured shape of a continuous surface is accurate. The

time from beginning of the fringe image acquisition to interpolated reconstructed

surface is less than 5 minutes. Most of the measurement time is attributed to

image acquisition, requiring 3 second exposures between phase steps due to the large

measurement area and the relatively low-brightness of the off-the-shelf projector.

The ATOS 5 system advertises up to 0.2 second acquisition times, using a custom

high-powered LED or laser projector, but the total processing time is not listed. It is

important to note that our developed solution is not designed to produce extremely

high speed measurements.

Figure 3.8: Grade B granite surface flat (left) and the measured flat top surface
(right). RMS fit error to a plane is 5.1 µm.

3.4.2 Highly Specular Machined Surfaces

We also applied this measurement method to measuring the shape residual of a

prototype secondary reflector panel designed for the next-generation Very Large

Array (ngVLA). The surface was machined on a CNC mill. The surface aperture

is hexagonal, 750 mm in the longest dimension. The prescribed low-order shape

was not made available, so this example is used to visualize mid- and high-spatial
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frequency errors in the surface. The surface was fit to a 5th order XY polynomial

and this polynomial was subtracted from the point cloud in order to visualize the

higher frequency errors in the surface. The residual has an RMS of 27.8 µm, which

meets the panels accuracy requirement of 40 µm RMS, assuming the 5th order shape

is correct. The measurement data (shown in Figure 3.9) illustrates the capability

of this method to measure beyond the overall low-order shape of a surface, which

is often the extent of information provided by other methods like CMMs or laser

trackers. In addition, no surface treatment is required, even though the surface has

a strong specular component. There is still a small diffuse component, so simply

increasing the exposure time to capture more light scattered from the surface from

the projector is sufficient. The projector was positioned so that specular reflections

from the surface did not enter the camera aperture. Total measurement time is

increased due to the required long exposure, but for the application of radio telescope

panels, it is still a very small portion of the total manufacturing time and will not

become a bottleneck of the process. Small scale structures of tooling marks on

the surfaces are easily resolved using this interpolated matching method, which

gives insight into how the reflector may perform while focusing high frequency radio

waves. This information provides valuable feedback to the effects of different panel

manufacturing processes.

Figure 3.9: Image of hexagonal prototype panel (left), its measurement (middle)
and 5th order XY polynomial residuals (right). After subtracting low order shape
up to 5th order, errors due to surface machining and support structure are revealed.
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3.4.3 Laser Tracker Comparison to LFAST mold

We also applied this measurement method to verifying the accuracy of a convex steel

dish that was to be used for slumping the mirrors for the LFAST project discussed

in Chapter 2. The measurement was performed on an early-stage mold. The surface

is spherical and was originally specified for a radius of curvature of 5.275 m and a

circular aperture 34” in diameter. The mold was measured with a laser tracker by

a third party company, data report shown below in Figure 3.10. The laser tracker

has a 0.001” resolution, or ∼25.4 µm.

Figure 3.10: Shown is a screenshot of the laser tracker measurement report. The
black circle represents the outer boundary of the steel mold surface. The table in the
top left shows a summary of the measurement results compared to the ideal 5.275 m
radius sphere. The red and blue spikes show the measured points with the largest
deviation from the ideal sphere, blue being too low and red being too high. Best fit
radius reported was R = 5.281 m. The blue and red spikes indicate astigmatism in
the surface of about 0.007”, or 175 µm, peak to valley.

The mold was also measured with the FPP method described in this Chapter

and the system shown in Figure 3.5. With the best fit sphere removed from the

measurement data (R = 5.292 m), astigmatism is revealed along with some higher

order structure. Compared to the laser tracker measurement, the difference in mea-

sured radii is only 0.21%. The fringe projection measurement shows a peak to valley
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astigmatism of 183 µm, on the same order of magnitude as the laser tracker mea-

surement, 175 µm. Overall, there is much agreement between the well-establish

metrology method (laser tracker) and the binocular FPP method, especially consid-

ering that the laser tracker only reads-out with 25 µm resolution. Removing a 2nd

order XY polynomial fit (power and astigmatism) from the raw FPP measurement

reveals an underlying grid structure, which matches the configuration of steel ribs

welded onto the back of the dish, which is the main source of the surface RMS er-

ror, after astigmatism. This measurement (Figure 3.11) illustrates the capability of

this method to measure beyond overall low-order shape of a surface, revealing other

causes of error that is not resolved by the laser tracker measurement, and would not

be resolved by a CMM or fiducial-based photogrammetry either.

Figure 3.11: Measurements of 863.6 mm steel mold. Shown above is the original
measurement (upper left), the sphere fit error (upper middle), the 2nd order XY
polynomial fit error (upper right), and images of the measured surface (lower left),
projected fringe pattern, and the support structure underneath the surface (lower
right). After subtracting low order shape, the underlying rib structure is seen ’print-
ing through’ the surface.

3.4.4 Large-Scale Surfaces

We scaled up the system further to measure a 1.8 m x 1.8 m deformable mold that

was designed to shape freeform heliostat mirrors and radio telescope panel segments
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(Figure 3.12). In order to deform the surface to approach the ideal shape, there is a

18 x 18 grid of linear actuators (324 total) that can be adjusted, but a measurement

of the surface is needed in order to provide feedback. The surface is complicated,

with hundreds of square tiles connected with thin blade flexures. At this size, the

surface is too large for nearly all portable or permanent CMMs. The same cameras

and lenses as in the previous measurement examples were used, but with a 2 m

baseline distance and a camera to UUT distance of about 2.5 m.

Figure 3.12: Layout of measurement system for 1.8 x 1.8 m adjustable mold (left)
and an image of the projected fringes on the surface (right). Camera baseline is 2
m, and distance to the surface is 2.5 m.

Here, the modulation (difference between maximum and minimum brightness

at each pixel through the data series of phase shifted fringes) of the phase was

used to mask 3D points that were not on the surface. The ideal surface for the

adjustable mold is an off-axis hyperboloidal segment, which was subtracted from

the measured map to give a residual map. This residual map is crucial feedback for

driving the linear actuators that control the mold surface shape and develop this

method for shaping metal and glass with a deformable mold. Measurement data

from the surface is shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Example image used to mask camera images taken of the mold sur-
face(top left) using a modulation threshold to identify pixels that are on the mold
surface. 3D map of the raw data with 4.6 million measured points (top right) and
a 3D map of the residual with the ideal shape subtracted. Bottom right image is a
zoomed in view of the measurement to demonstrate the point density over each 25
x 25 mm square tile.

3.4.5 Repeatability

To verify the repeatability of the system, a 500 x 500 mm concave thermoformed

panel was measured 5 times using a binocular FPP system with a 1 meter measure-

ment area, 1.5 m object distance and 1 meter baseline distance. An iterative closest

point (ICP) algorithm was used to transform the point clouds to match as best as

possible[105]. Since the spatial sampling of each panel is different from different

perspectives, each point cloud is resampled with 1 mm spatial sampling, leaving

∼200,000 sample points. I ran five measurements with no image averaging (single

captures per each pattern), and analyzed the point to point repeatability. For the

applications described in this chapter, it is important to isolate low-order shape re-

peatability vs individual point repeatability. Each surface was fit to a 5th order XY

polynomial, residuals shown in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.15 shows the point to point
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repeatability histogram for each measurement with the 5th order fit removed as well

as the point to point repeatability histogram of the 5th order fit. The average point

to point repeatability for the residual is 3.4 µm and 1.2 µm for the best fit 5th order

polynomial across the five measurements.

Figure 3.14: Residual surface error from a 5th order XY polynomial fit for each of
the five measurements.

Figure 3.15: Point-to-point RMS repeatability histograms shown for the panel resid-
ual (left), as well as for the best fit 5th order polynomial (right). Each value on the
histogram is the RMS calculated for a single point across each of the five measure-
ments.

3.5 Discussion

This method provides a variety of advantages over other types of 3D surface profiling

systems. The accuracy over a 9”x12” granite flat is much better than commercial

FPP systems[79, 104], which often specifies accuracy on the order of 0.025 mm,

and is comparable or better than the metrology methods used to measure rough
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surfaces based on measurement time, accuracy, flexibility, and spatial resolution.

While the total measurement and processing time is slower than other commercial

FPP systems, the method described in this paper has not yet been optimized with

custom hardware, in the form of brighter projectors, more processing power, and

faster cameras. This FPP method can measure millions of points across a square

meter, making the spatial resolution on the order of 1 mm2. Because CMMs and

laser trackers only measure a single point at a time, a comparable spatial resolution

measurement would take many weeks of constant sampling, assuming a few seconds

for each sample point. An IR interferometer may have similar spatial resolution by

viewing the surface with a high resolution IR camera, but measurements require a

unique configuration for every type of surface shape.

This FPP method is capable of measuring any continuous surface that can be

simultaneously seen by both cameras and the projector, allowing for a wide range

of convex, concave, and freeform surfaces. As a result, this system can be used for

a variety of projects beyond radio telescope fabrication including but not limited to

glass shaping for heliostat mirrors, optical table flatness measurements, and damage

analysis. Calibration of the system is simple and well-established, and can be done

with a standard checkerboard pattern, compared to other FPP methods that may

require extra steps for projector calibration. The method is also tolerant to errors in

the projector. Since the projector acts simply as a fiducial generator, phase errors

due to gamma brightness distortion and temporal brightness variation are common

to both cameras, which have negligible affect on the ability to match features, and

ultimately allows retrieval of accurate point measurements. The hardware cost of

the system is low, requiring only off-the-shelf machine vision cameras, a gaming

projector, and a computer: far less than the cost of comparable CMM, laser tracker,

or IR interferometer. These properties make it a valuable, flexible method for use

in the development of new surface forming techniques.
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3.6 Comments on limitations and paths for future developments

There are many commercial FPP systems on the market today, from ATOS to

EinScan to Hexagon. Commercial systems have benefited from years of research to

make their FPP systems faster, more robust to noise, and more user friendly. The

FPP system described in this chapter, while producing data that is more accurate

than these commercial systems, suffers more from environmental conditions, speed,

and ease of calibration. This section aims to discuss some of the shortfalls of the

developed FPP system, and where improvements can be made to make it truly

compete with commercial systems.

3.6.1 Calibration

One drawback of this system is it is difficult to get feedback on a poor measurement

or calibration, and establish a ground truth measurement. Reprojection errors in the

calibration generally aren’t relied upon for verifying a good calibration. Calibration

of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters can be easily skewed by distortion in the

checkerboard printing process, warping of the calibration board, camera intrinsics

changing with temperature, and limitation in depth of focus resulting in uncertainty

of detected checkerboard points. Commercial FPP systems typically use a long rod

made of metal or carbon fiber with fiducials with a known separation as a system

calibration method. While this may suffice for measurement of commercial objects,

the FPP system described in this chapter aims to reach higher precision over large

areas. This system is being used to measure not just small structural features

in the radio telescope reflector panels, but also their overall low-order shapes e.g.

astigmatism, coma, trefoil etc. To truly verify that the system is delivering accurate

surface shape data, a measurement of a known object should be performed that

covers the entire measurement area. While we showed in this chapter the 9” x 12”

granite surface plate met specifications, the FOV of the entire measurement area is

more than triple the size of that piece of granite. Granite surface plates only come

off the shelf in sizes 48”x36”, roughly 1 m2. For a FPP system with a 2 x 2 meter
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FOV, a granite plate of this size could be traversed to each quadrant of the FOV

and measured in order to verify flatness. This ground-truth verification method does

not scale to larger areas. This ground truth is used to verify that the intrinsic and

extrinsic parameters being used to triangulate 3D points is still valid, however, if

the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are constantly being probed for accuracy, this

could replace the ground truth measurement. Methods utilizing auxiliary sensors to

calibrate cameras with long baselines and large FOVs could be used[106, 107], but

would likely need some adaptation for higher accuracy. For areas larger than 2 x 2

meters, a sensor-aided method is likely the best method to verify system calibration.

3.6.2 Measurement Speed

Cameras

The FPP system in this chapter takes minutes to perform data acquisitions, but

commercial systems typically quote seconds. This is for a number of reasons. First,

commercial FPP systems use global shutter cameras which allow for easier synchro-

nization of camera captures. We have used rolling shutter cameras due to their lower

cost, but at shorter exposure times the sensors suffer from artifacts caused by the

rolling shutter and frequencies from external lighting. Similar to the framerate of a

camera matching the rotation rate of a helicopter blade: it produced incorrect and

unrepeatable errors from image to image. This limits the cameras to using longer

exposure times to avoid this artifact. Switching to global shutter cameras would

alleviate this problem.

Projector

The other limitations are related to the projector. Since we are using an off-the-

shelf projector, we must use Java images in order to splash the fringe patterns to

the projector display. The projector also works in a rolling shutter fashion, writing

current values to pixels one row at a time with a fixed 60 Hz framerate. Switching to

global shutter camera would solve the rolling shutter artifact, but not the projector
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rolling display artifact when used with short exposures. Projectors that are delivered

as an application development kit are needed to solve these problems: where the

digital micromirror device (DMD) can be directly controlled to hold a fixed position

during captures, and load images from flash memory more quickly.

Brightness of off-the-shelf projectors also limit this measurement method. For

large, specular, or black objects, longer exposures are needed to capture images with

high SNR for reliable phase unwrapping. For very dark objects over a 2 x 2 meter

FOV (for example in the system shown in Figure 3.12) the required exposure time

for each image is a few seconds. Since 10s of images are required, this results in an

acquisition time that takes minutes.

3.6.3 Robustness to the environment

Currently, all measurements are performed with room overhead lights turned off.

This allows for the shortest possible exposure time without saturating the camera

sensors due to light sources other than the projector. Many commercial systems

utilize a projector with a customized wavelength and matching bandpass filters

for the cameras. This blocks a majority of the light from overhead light sources

from reaching the cameras, while allowing the light from the projector to pass. In

commercial systems, this allows for measurements to be performed with the lights

on, which is not only convenient but additionally avoids safety risks related to unlit

factory spaces. Future work will aim to add this feature to the system.

3.6.4 Summary

While the FPP system described in this chapter is a very useful research tool for

SOSL, there is still many improvements to be made in calibration, speed, and ro-

bustness. Most of these improvements can be solved by spending more money on

higher-performing hardware, and some need to be solved with continued research.

The software that runs the FPP system has been licensed from Tech Launch Ari-

zona to Fringe Metrology LLC (founded by the author of this dissertation). Fringe
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Metrology LLC aims to continue this research to address these improvements both

by improved hardware and system research and development.
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CHAPTER 4

Systematic Radio Telescope Alignment using Portable Fringe Projection

Profilometry

This chapter is a summary of an article submitted to Springer Nano-manufacturing

and Metrology, Appendix D.

4.1 Motivation

As with the previous chapter, this chapter deals with the construction of radio

telescopes, but at the dish level rather than the panel level. Radio telescope panels

can be measured individually in a laboratory or factory environment, but radio

telescope dishes are designed to exist outdoors and operate under regular weather

conditions. Unlike optical telescopes (LFAST is the exception), radio telescopes are

almost always constructed without a protective dome. As a result, they are exposed

to the elements: temperature fluctuations from day to night and from season to

season, wind, and varying gravity deformation as the telescope slews in elevations.

Just like the segmented ELTs described in Chapter 2 (GMT, TMT, E-ELT), radio

telescope dish surfaces are also segmented and need cophasing, or alignment. While

the alignment tolerances for a radio telescope are much looser than optical telescopes,

radio telescopes typically have more segments to align for a single dish, and many

more than one dish to align, sometimes in the hundreds like for ngVLA and SKA.

Most radio telescopes do not have motorized actuators, so panel adjustment is done

manually. It often takes many iterations of metrology and adjustment to achieve

the desired dish accuracy. Due to the highly manual process, it is imperative that

metrology is done right to avoid long cycle times of alignment per telescope.

As shown in the Introduction Figure 1.3, surface accuracy is a critical process

to deploying a radio telescope to meet optimal gain. This is true for the entire
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dish not just the individual panels. Manufacturing cost associated with making

accurately-shaped panels is wasted if not properly aligned. If the status of panel

to panel alignment and panel deformation is not known, then adjustments cannot

occur.

Another goal of the NSF grant for rapidly manufacturing radio telescope panels

(discussed in Chapter 3) is to build a demonstration radio telescope. SOSL planned

to make 26 0.5 x 0.5 meter panels to form a ∼2.4 x 3.2 m dish. The team planned

to use an existing altitude-azimuth pedestal that was donated to UArizona Chris

Walker in 1991[108] to build a radio telescope for student use. University of Arizona

senior design team (SDT) 21039 was tasked with redesigning the dish framing and

surface for reconstruction, named the Student Radio Telescope (SRT), with the

3D rendering shown in Figure 4.1. The SRT is designed to be a demonstration

telescope for the new panel thermoforming method. As the team began to produce

prototype panels for mounting on the SRT, we ran into the same problem as any

radio telescope: aligning the panels to each other. This chapter describes some

existing methods to align radio telescope panels, and covers their drawbacks. We

then present using the same FPP method described in Chapter 3 as a solution to

this problem. We demonstrated using this method by aligning two panels that were

mounted to the SRT.

4.2 Other methods for dish alignment

Common methods to measure panel alignment and shape have historically included

photogrammetry[11, 12, 13, 14], holography[15, 16, 17, 18] and laser trackers or laser

trusses[13, 19, 20, 21]. Oftentimes, a combination of methods is used.[13, 22, 23, 24]

All of these methods deliver the information on the surface accuracy of a dish, but

they have many fundamental limitations and drawbacks. The spatial sampling of

photogrammetry and laser trackers is limited to the number of fiducials or manually

scanned points. The manual nature of these methods makes them time consum-

ing and expensive, requiring large teams of researchers to execute the metrology.
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Figure 4.1: 3D rendering of the Student Radio Telescope. The telescope will be
made up of 26, 500 mm x 500 mm panels, each with a different shape due to the
off-axis paraboloid design.

The University of Arizona recently tuned the alignment of dish panels in a 12 m

diameter radio telescope using photogrammetry. It required a team of 3 (scientists

and engineers) to work for two weeks. At a similar rate, it would take years to

align all of the planned ngVLA dishes, even with multiple teams. The accuracy of

these methods also degrades with working distance, so as aperture size increases,

the depth resolution decreases. For extremely large apertures observing with mil-

limeter wavelengths, holography has been the default method to measure reflector

deformations. Holography utilizes a smaller dish (that is assumed to be perfect)

pointed at a satellite beacon (typically a geosynchronous satellite to avoid the need

for tracking) as a reference signal. The antenna under test and the reference antenna

raster scans across the source to sample the beam.[109, 110] Correlations with the

reference signal are used to recover the absolute phase errors and inverse Fourier

transforms are used to recover the aperture wavefront error, which feeds back to re-

quired surface adjustments to make corrections. While holography is known to have

great sensitivity, it is limited in logistics. Specialized cryogenic detectors designed

to match the frequency of the geosynchronous satellite beacon are required to take

measurements. Also due to the use of geosynchronous satellites, only one elevation
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angle can be tested, meaning gravitational deformations at other elevation angles

remain unknown. The measurements are time consuming due to the need to raster

scan the entire telescope to sample the beam, and good environmental conditions

are required for successful measurements. The algorithms to determine adjustments

on the primary reflector vary largely from telescope to telescope depending on the

size, on-axis versus off-axis configuration, as well as the presence of secondary or

tertiary reflectors. Many future plans for large radio telescopes involve multiple off-

axis reflectors[111, 112, 113, 114]. It is clear that no matter what current metrology

method is used on a radio antenna dish, there are drawbacks in cost, time, logistics,

and data quality. Oftentimes, the use of multiple methods is required.

We adapted the FPP method described in Chapter 3 to make it portable, func-

tion outdoors, measure discontinuous objects, and cover large areas with high reso-

lution. As a demonstration, we will show in this paper how the system can be used

to deliver alignment feedback information for two adjacent panels on the SRT. For

background on the binocular FPP method with subpixel feature matching, please

refer to Chapter 3 for more details.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Binocular Fringe Projection Profilometry with Hierarchical Un-

wrapping

The previously described method does not work for discontinuous surfaces, as the

spatial phase unwrapping for a single frequency only produces relative phase, not

absolute phase, as was discussed in Chapter 3 Eq. 3.3. Previously, we would solve

this problem with a spatial phase unwrapping method, and adjust the phase of each

map by finding the average nearest integer multiple of 2π for each phase map, and

applying a constant phase shift. However, this only works for continuous objects,

like individual panels. For multiple objects, there is an integer multiple of 2π phase

ambiguity, for example two adjacent panels in a radio telescope, when using a spatial

phase unwrapping method. To ensure reliable and absolute phase unwrapping, we
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have implemented a temporal phase unwrapping technique known as hierarchical, or

multi-frequency, phase unwrapping[115]. The method uses an initial low frequency

fringe period such that less than one period covers the entire span of the projected

area, and thus has no 2π phase ambiguity. Consecutively higher and higher frequen-

cies are used, with the lower frequency used to unwrap the next highest frequency,

as in Eq. 4.2.

kn(x, y) = Round

(
λn−1

λn
ϕn−1(x, y)− ϕn(x, y)

2π

)
(4.1)

Φn(x, y) = ϕn(x, y) + 2πkn(x, y) (4.2)

In Eq 4.1, n indicates the frequency being used, from lowest to highest. kn(x, y)

is the map of fringe orders used to unwrap ϕn(x, y) to create the unwrapped map,

Φn(x, y), for fringe period λn. The process of Eq 4.1 and 4.2 is done iteratively

until the final highest frequency, or shortest fringe period, is reached. We used

5-step phase shifts for each fringe period of 1920, 500, 100, and 10 pixels. Fringe

period 1920 matches the widest screen dimension for 1080P projectors, producing

no unwrapping ambiguity. In theory, only the lowest frequency and the highest

frequency are needed, but in the presence of noise and imperfect fringe patterns,

using multiple frequencies helps ensure proper identification of fringe orders for

unwrapping each consecutive frequency[86]. There is much research into optimal

selection of fringe periods to reduce the number of required frequencies, but it is

highly dependent on the configuration[116]. Since our application is not dependent

on highly rapid measurements, it is more important to guarantee high quality data

than to improve measurement speed by small amounts.

4.3.2 Dish Measurement with Global Reference Frame

As mentioned in the Introduction, this stereo camera FPP system returns 3D data

points relative to one of the camera axes. This is sufficient to align panels to one

another to make the smoothest surface, but this surface needs to focus incoming
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radio signals to a known position. The SRT is an off-axis paraboloidal design,

with a direct feed. To ease the process of determining a global reference frame, two

circular fiducials are included in the FPP measurement field of view of SRT to define

the optical axis of the telescope: at the paraboloid vertex and at the desired focal

point.

These two fiducials will also be identified and triangulated in the stereo

camera system, returning two 3D points relative to camera 1: Pvertex =

(Xvertex, Yvertex, Zvertex) and Pfocus = (Xfocus, Yfocus, Zfocus). Their centers are iden-

tified using the Hough transform[117, 118]. We perform the following coordinate

transformations to orient the measured panels (Ppanel = (Xpanel,Ypanel,Zpanel))

with the optical axis and paraboloidal equation, and extract the required rigid body

motions for each panel for lowest RMS surface error.

1. Translate the entire map to locate Pvertex at the origin.

P′
panel = Ppanel − Pvertex

P ′
focus = Pfocus − Pvertex

(4.3)

2. Calculate Euler angles α and β of the line connecting the vertex and the

focus.

α = arctan(
Zfocus

Xfocus

)

β = arctan(
Zfocus

Yfocus

)

(4.4)

3. Calculate rotation matrix using Euler angles from the coordinates of the

measured focal position

R =




cos(β) sin(α)sin(β) cos(α)sin(β)

0 cos(α) −sin(α)

−sin(β) sin(α)cos(β) cos(α)cos(β)


 (4.5)

4. Apply rotation matrix to each panel point cloud and focus point

P′′
panel = RP′

panel

P ′′
focus = RP ′

focus

(4.6)
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5. Compare ideal paraboloid (radius R) to each panel

Zideal(X, Y ) = r2/(2R) = (X2 + Y 2)/(2R) (4.7)

Zresidual(X, Y ) = Zideal(X
′′
panel,Y

′′
panel)− Z′′

panel (4.8)

6. Fit residual XYZ points of each panel to a plane

AX′′
panel +BY′′

panel + CZresidual +D = 0 (4.9)

7. Calculate piston, tip and tilt from plane-fit coefficients

δZ = D

θ = arctan(C/A)

ϕ = arctan(C/B)

(4.10)

The metrology process is set up to automatically deliver the required tip, tilt, and

piston at the end of each measurement. Each panel has 4 actuators in each corner

of the panel, separated by 400 mm, as shown in Figure 4.2. Eq 4.11 shows how

to convert the tip, tilt and piston to actuator number of rotations using the angle

approximation of θ ≈ s
r
. Once of the number of mm of translation is determined, the

threads per inch (TPI) of the actuators is used to convert to number of rotations.

Figure 4.2: Coordinate system and actuator layout for each panel. Once tip, tilt,
and piston values are extracted, they need to be converted to actual numbers of
rotations on the actuators.
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1 :(0.5θδS + 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

2 :(−0.5θδS + 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

3 :(0.5θδS − 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

4 :(−0.5θδS − 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

(4.11)

4.4 Experimental Setup, Calibration, and Configuration

4.4.1 Hardware

The hardware for this system utilizes two FLIR Blackfly S USB 3 machine vision

cameras with Sony IMX183 sensors (20MP 5472x3638, with 2.4 µm pixels), each

with a Computar V0826-MPZ lens (8 mm focal length). Each camera is mounted

to the ends of a 0.8 m length 8020 aluminum extrusion. The 8020 is mounted to a

tripod for portability and pointing. With this setup, the entire 3.2 m dish can be

seen from a 3-meter distance. We utilized an off-axis short-throw 1080P projector

from BenQ (Model MW817ST), that can cover the entire surface from 1.5 meters

away. The software to capture the images, process the fringe patterns, calculate

the unwrapped phases, match the phase pairs, and triangulate the matched pairs

to produce the 3D point clouds is written in MATLAB. Photos of the camera and

projector hardware are shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Left, one of the two FLIR Blackfly USB3 cameras with 8 mm focal
length lens. Center, both cameras mounted to 8020 aluminum extrusion, mounted
to a tripod. Right, BenQ 1080P short-throw projector used in this experiment.
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4.4.2 Calibration

Calibration of the stereo camera pair was performed indoors for easier control of

lighting and environmental conditions. A checkerboard calibration board made of

aluminum and low-density polyethylene (LDPE) with size of 800 mm x 600 mm

and square size of 30 mm was used. The calibration board was mounted to a

tripod and traversed through the overlapping FOV at the 3-meter working distance

for a set of 20 images. An example of one of these images is shown in Figure

4.4. Using the detected checkerboard corners on each sensor, each camera was

calibrated individually for intrinsic parameters, then the pair was calibrated together

for extrinsic parameters, keeping the intrinsic parameters fixed. The calibrated

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.4: An example image from the 20-image set used to calibrate the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of the stereo camera pair. The checkerboard was moved
throughout the overlapping FOV in order to properly calibrate for radial distortion.

4.4.3 Measurement Setup

As described in Section 4.3.2, fiducials are placed at the paraboloid vertex and

the telescope focal plane for defining the optical axis. These were roughly located

using dimensions from the SRT CAD files. We used 1.0” white stickers placed in the

middle of 1.5” black stickers as these fiducials for reliable contrast for circle detection
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Table 4.1: Calibrated stereo camera parameters.

Property Camera 1 Camera 2

Focal Length (mm) fx, fy 8.25 mm, 8.25 mm 8.25 mm, 8.25 mm

Principle Point (pixels) ux, uy 2745, 1820 2750, 1843

Radial Distortion (r2, r4, r6) -.100, .126, -.043 -.096, .115, -.033

Extrinsic Matrix

[
R3x3 t3x1

01x3 1

]



0.926 0.061 −0.373 801.048

−0.072 0.997 −0.014 −40.332

0.371 0.039 0.928 170.496

0 0 0 1.0000




with the Hough transform. Figure 4.5 shows the physical locations of the fiducials

with respect to the rest of the telescope structure as well as the two adjacent panels

to be aligned.

Measurements of the SRT are performed at night in order to increase the SNR

of the projected patterns relative to ambient lighting. We also aimed for a night

with low to no wind to reduce temporal errors associated with telescope structural

bending or vibration. To avoid boosting noise in the images, the cameras were

used with a gain of 0. To utilize the full dynamic range of the camera bit-depth,

a 5-second exposure was used for each camera. We employed 4 frequencies for the

hierarchical phase unwrapping method, where we used the N-step phase shifting

algorithm[84] for each frequency and each phase shifting direction (horizontal and

vertical) to retrieve the wrapped phase maps. Equations 4.2 and 4.1 are used to

calculate the four unwrapped phase maps (two for each phase shifting direction, for

each camera). This results in a 40-image pattern sequence (4 frequencies, 5 phase

steps, 2 directions). Each pattern was captured 3 times and averaged to further

eliminate noise, resulting in a 600-second (10-minute) acquisition time. Figure 4.6

shows an actual data acquisition in progress at night.

Once a measurement is made, the rigid body motions for each panel are extracted

using the process described in Section 4.3.2, and each panel is adjusted using the 4

manual actuators located in the corners of each panel. The actuators have 1 mm
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Figure 4.5: Layout of the telescope structure. Two fiducials are placed where the
paraboloid vertex and focus should be using 8020 extrusions. An example panel 1
and panel 2 are installed on the telescope. They are the bottom two rows of the
center column of panels.

thread pitch and are separated by 400 mm. Using Eq.4.11 returns the required

number of turns for each of the 4 actuators for each panel. After an iteration of

adjusting tip, tilt, and piston is performed, the panels are then remeasured and the

adjustment process is repeated until the remaining errors are satisfactory.

4.5 Results

Figure 4.7 shows an example set of horizontal and vertical phases from the perspec-

tives of camera 1 and camera 2. Each pixel on each panel in camera 1 has a unique
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Figure 4.6: Nighttime measurement setup. The projector is placed near the tele-
scope and utilizes the short-throw to cover the entire dish. The tripod carrying both
cameras is placed roughly 3 meters away from the dish and positioned such that the
entire dish can be seen in the field of view of both cameras. Shown in the image is
the 10-pixel period frequency projected onto the dish structure.

combination of horizontal and vertical phase. The camera 2 phases are searched for

a matching phase pair for each pixel on camera 1. The resulting matched locations

on each camera detector are triangulated using the calibrated parameters from Ta-

ble 4.1. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the data produced by the system described in this

paper. Figure 4.8a shows the data returned from the software in its raw format,
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with the locations of the cameras, paraboloid vertex, focus, and point clouds of both

panels. Using steps 1-4 from 4.3.2 yields Figure 4.8b to align the optical axis of the

telescope with the z-axis. Steps 5-6 are done for each panel to produce the piston,

tip, and tilt error for each panel. Figure 4.9 shows the best fit plane to panels 1 and

2 before adjustments begin and Table 4.2 shows the actual starting piston, tip and

tilt values.

Figure 4.7: Images from each camera are masked to isolate the two panels being
measured. The phase unwrapping process produces four images: horizontal and ver-
tical phase for each camera. These maps are used to find matching object locations
from pixels on camera 1 to locations on camera 2.

Table 4.2: Results before the first adjustment iteration.

Property Panel 1 Panel 2

δZ -0.70 mm 10.46 mm

θ 0.757 deg 0.80 deg

ϕ -0.54 deg -3.15 deg

Besides the rigid body errors, each panel has imperfections compared to the ideal
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Figure 4.8: Each FPP measurement results in a point cloud for each panel, and the
relative location of both the vertex and the focus. Raw data is shown on the left.
The triangulated 3D points are produced relative to the coordinate system defined
by camera 1. Matrix rotations and translations are applied to the panel point clouds
to align the optical axis with the z-axis, shown on the right. In this configuration,
the panels can be directly compared to Eq. 4.8 to extract the residual error in the
panels, as well as the rigid body alignment error.

Figure 4.9: Best fit planes for each panel, including piston.
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shape. Figure 4.10 shows the residual from the ideal paraboloid for each panel with

tip, tilt, and piston errors removed. Panel 1 has a 1.28 mm RMS, and Panel 2 has

a 0.81 mm RMS. These are not actual panels that will be used in the telescope,

but are examples used for this initial alignment test. For this experiment, the panel

actuators on SRT are not capable of reliable shape correction; however, the system

delivers information that could be used to do so on most other large radio telescopes.

The goal of the adjustment process is to make the dish surface accuracy limited by

the individual panel accuracy, not the rigid body errors.

Figure 4.10: In addition to finding the rigid body motion error of each panel, the
system also has enough resolution to map the surface errors of each panel compared
to their ideal shape. Shown here are the residual surface maps compared to the
ideal paraboloid.

We performed 4 measurements with 3 adjustment iterations. Within 3 iterations,

piston error was reduced to < 0.25 mm and tip/tilt was reduced to < 0.1 degrees.

The final panel RMS including alignment errors was 1.325 mm and 0.842 mm for

panel 1 and panel 2, respectively. Collectively, the two panels make a small dish

with 1.12 mm RMS error. Looking back at the plot of the Ruze equation in Figure

1.3, this error would make the dish capable of observing 2 cm wavelengths (15 GHz)

with less than 50% loss. Most of the error in this test is attributed to panel shape,

which the actuators for this telescope are not configured to correct. Figure 4.11
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shows how the piston and tip and tilt errors converged through each iteration.

Figure 4.11: Four measurements were performed, with three adjustment iterations
between each measurement. Left, is the tip and tilt of each panel improving across
each iteration. Right shows the piston for each panel also improving. Panel 1 was
fortunately close to the ideal piston position before an adjustment was performed.

Table 4.3: Final results after 3 adjustments.

Property Panel 1 Panel 2

δZ -0.17 mm 0.23 mm

θ 0.081 deg -0.044 deg

ϕ -0.054 deg -0.037 deg

4.6 Discussions and Future Work

This method provides several advantages compared to other antenna metrology

methods. The major improvement results from its non-contact nature. This has

a two-fold benefit: speed and logistics. The setup time is less than 10 minutes,

and the measurement takes only 10 minutes. This could be reduced even further

by implementing a brighter projector and decreasing the required exposure time.

Due to the rapid setup time, the system could be moved from telescope to telescope

for the purpose of aligning arrays with large numbers of dishes. This avoids the
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need to coordinate with satellites and the use of cryogenic detectors required by

the holography method. This method also eliminates much of the labor required

by photogrammetry and laser trackers, which require manual placement of stickers

or retroreflectors. These methods are time consuming, labor intensive, and create

safety risks for those that need to climb the dishes and place the fiducials. This

method could also be installed on the telescope structure as a permanent metrology

system for telescopes that have active surfaces or require regular maintenance[119].

This would also allow surface measurements to be performed at a variety of elevation

angles to properly characterize gravity deformations.

Additionally, this method could be scalable to extremely large radio telescope

apertures like the ngVLA 18-meter dish. Sensor size, lens focal length, and the num-

ber of cameras can be adjusted to achieve the required spatial resolution and field

of view to cover the aperture of a large dish. There are some practical challenges

to overcome to achieve this related to camera calibration and projector brightness.

Some development is needed to calibrate a large number of cameras over a large

area, with a long working distance. Methods utilizing auxiliary sensors to calibrate

cameras with large baselines could be used [106, 107], but likely need some future

development to adapt for more cameras. In addition, developing or sourcing a pro-

jector with enough brightness to cover this large area could be challenging, however

commercial cinema projectors may be ideal. Regardless, the use of a light fiducial

rather than a physical fiducial has many benefits in time, safety, and spatial reso-

lution. Overall, the methods described in this chapter aim to ease the process for

aligning current and future radio telescope dishes.
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CHAPTER 5

Concluding Remarks

This dissertation has presented contributions to the fields of optical design, metrol-

ogy, and alignment for scalable large optical systems. The aim of this research was to

employ these methods to reduce the costs of large optical systems, thereby enabling

faster production and enhancing accessibility to advanced optical technologies.

Chapter 2 covered optical design for the Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Tele-

scope (LFAST). LFAST is designed to circumvent the current status quo of large

optical telescopes, whose costs scale unsustainably with aperture diameter. It would

cost 10s of billions of dollars to build a single telescope of appropriate size to make

annual detections of exoplanet atmosphere biosignatures. In 1977[25], Roger Angel

originally proposed that you could make a large collecting area telescope by making

separate telescopes and linking them together with fused silica optical fibers. At the

time, the technology was not mature enough to make this happen. Looking forward

40 years, optical communication has become a key internet infrastructure, resulting

in mass production of optical fibers. Telescopes are getting larger and larger, but

smaller telescopes are getting cheaper and cheaper. This created the prime envi-

ronment to begin executing LFAST. This dissertation covered a simple yet high-

performing design for the unit telescope of LFAST. The design is all-spherical, has

loose tolerances, uses low-cost materials, has diffraction limited performance, and

has that diffraction limited performance even at low elevations in the sky that would

be squandered by atmospheric dispersion without correction. The loose tolerances

from using a spherical primary mirror allow for easier co-alignment of neighboring

telescopes, which will be needed for the 20-unit prototype. The 20-unit prototype

is slated to be constructed in 2024 using the optical design presented in this disser-

tation.

Chapter 3 covers metrology for a rapid panel forming technique. The field of
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radio astronomy is growing rapidly, especially since the release of the black hole

event horizon image from the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT). As a result, the

demand is increasing for radio telescopes with larger apertures, longer baselines,

higher quantities, and higher frequencies. Since these telescope dishes are made of

smaller panels, the demand is also increasing for panels with higher accuracy, lower

cost, higher quantities, and more exotic shapes. In 2020, the Steward Observatory

Solar Lab (SOSL) received a grant to advance a new method for forming radio

telescope panels that can meet these demands. The steps in this new manufacturing

technique requires metrology at many steps along the way. To aptly assist the

research into this new manufacturing method, the metrology needs to be rapid,

accurate to 10s of microns, high spatial resolution, and operate over areas up to 2

x 2 meters. All existing metrology methods that could be purchased failed at least

one of these requirements. This dissertation presented a metrology method based on

photogrammetry and structured light for a binocular fringe projection profilometry

(FPP) system. The method produces measurements in less than 10 minutes, has

millimeter level spatial resolution, and less than 10 µm RMS depth accuracy. The

team has been using the system for testing the flexible mold surface, measuring the

panels made with the mold surface, and assisting iterative engineering development

of the entire process. The system will continue to assist SOSL through the duration

of the project.

Chapter 4 covers alignment for radio telescope dishes. While Chapter 3 discussed

metrology for individual panels, the metrology and alignment of those panels once

assembled on the full dish presents an entirely different challenge. Existing metrol-

ogy methods based on physical fiducials like photogrammetry and laser trackers

have low spatial resolution, are time consuming, and present potential safety haz-

ards. Holography has been traditionally used because of its high sensitivity, but it

requires custom cryogenic detectors, coordination with a geosynchronous satellite,

and teams of experienced researchers. Part of the grant to advance methods of radio

telescope manufacturing was to demonstrate it by building a radio telescope of our

own, a 2.4 x 3.2 meter telescope named the Student Radio Telescope (SRT). The
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team found that all existing methods to align the dish were expensive, inconvenient,

or inaccessible. Chapter 4 outlines how the FPP metrology method described in

Chapter 3 was adapted to assist with alignment of radio telescope dishes. The sys-

tem was changed to be able to measure discontinuous surfaces outdoors, and was

used to align two sample panels to create a dish that was limited in accuracy by the

panel shape, not by the alignment. This method will be used to measure the entire

SRT’s 26 panels for completing the project next year. Both methods in Chapter

3 and Chapter 4 will be commercialized by the author’s founded company Fringe

Metrology LLC to continue research to make the methods faster, more accurate,

and more robust to environmental effects. The goal is to deliver them to real world

applications.

The solutions presented in this dissertation serve to advance the future of astron-

omy through scalability. Astronomy has historically been performed with custom

manufactured, expensive instruments. The future of astronomy depends on the

ability to produce astronomical instruments without an astronomical cost. This

ability depends on every aspect of the design and manufacturing process, including

but not limited to the optical design, metrology and alignment. Optical design is

key for LFAST to be able to produce low-cost telescopes in volume. Metrology is

required to advance new manufacturing techniques for accelerating radio telescope

production. Alignment is required to commission large numbers of radio telescopes

quickly. While this dissertation does not cover all problems related to large optical

systems, it does contribute towards solving problems with scalability and reduction

of cost through improved methods.
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1. Introduction 

 
Three extremely large telescopes (ELTs) are currently in 

production whose costs will exceed $1 billion each: the Giant 

Magellan Telescope (GMT)[1], the European Extremely Large 

Telescope (E-ELT)[2], and the Thirty-Meter Telescope (TMT)[3]. 

While these telescopes will enable ground breaking science, they will 

still lack the capability to detect extremely faint signals, like the 

absorption spectrum in the atmosphere's of Earth-sized exoplanets 

around all but the brightest candidates.[4] Making a detection of 

potential biosignatures like oxygen with these ELTs will take many 

decades  to accumulate enough photons. The direct way to improve 

this situation is to collect more photons per second. Unfortunately, 

current telescope cost scales approximately with the diameter of the 

aperture by D2.77[5, 6]. The cost makes it unreasonable to scale one of 

the currently in-development ELTs to an appropriate size, for example 

10,000 m2. To make regular characterizations of Earth-sized 

exoplanet atmospheres with a telescope of this size would cost in the 
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Abstract: 

The Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Telescope (LFAST) concept is to collect light from a target object using 2,640 

individual, 0.76 m 'unit telescopes'. The light from all the telescope foci is brought to a high-resolution spectrograph via 

optical fibers which subtend 1.47 arcsec diameter on the sky. The combined light collecting area of all the telescopes is 

1,200 m2. The need for coherence is eliminated since the telescope will be used for spectroscopy of seeing-limited images. 

The LFAST prototype goal is to demonstrate a telescope that can be rapidly and cost effectively replicated to achieve this 

1,200 m2 collecting area, making it comparable to extremely large telescopes (ELTs) currently under construction. The 

engineering, manufacturing, and design challenges of LFAST are far different from those of traditional ELTs. Since the 'unit 

telescope' is to be replicated thousands of times, decreasing the manufacturing cost per telescope is key. The design 

described here, with strong considerations for manufacturability, alignment, few moving parts, and high yield, works to 

achieve this goal. It is based on experience with a first prototype unit telescope built in 2022, and will be used to build the 

first 20-unit tracking module in 2024, with the collecting area of a 3.4 m diameter mirror. The design is made to be 

minimalistic and with commercial tolerances, therefore making it inexpensive to manufacture, assemble and align. The 

telescope is designed to operate as low as 70° from zenith by laterally translating a single lens to correct for atmospheric 

dispersion. We report a combined average of better than 80% encircled energy across 2,640 Monte Carlo trials with these 

commercial tolerances and capabilities, to model how the array will perform as a whole. 

 
Keywords :  telescopes, corrective optics, atmospheric dispersion compensation, mass production 
Highlights:  

1.    LFAST is an ‘array telescope’ designed to combine light from multiple telescopes. 

2.    We have designed a telescope that is highly performing, at elevations as low as 70° from zenith. 

3.    Monte Carlo trials show that 80% average encircled energy can be achieved with standard tolerances for 2640 telescopes. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Rendering of 20-unit telescopes mounted on a single 

alt-az bearing. An array of 132 of these is equivalent to ELT. 
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10s of billions of dollars. A new type of telescope is needed to target 

this science case. 

The Large Fiber Array Spectroscopic Telescope (LFAST) is a 

concept for a telescope with a divided, incoherent aperture to combat 

the cost scaling laws of traditional telescopes[7]. The idea is to split 

the total collecting area of an ELT into many smaller 'unit' telescopes 

and produce them at a cost per unit area an order of magnitude less 

than the cost of current ELTs. To utilize the entire large collecting 

area, light from astronomical targets will be collected into optical 

fibers at the focus of each unit telescope and recombined to form a slit 

for a high-resolution spectrograph. To reduce the cost of tracking 

mounts, 20 of these 'unit' telescopes will be installed on one mount 

and fibers from many of these '20-unit' mounts will be combined at a 

central location for spectrograph input. Figure 1 shows a rendering of 

the 20-unit telescope. We designed and built a demonstration single 

unit telescope[8] during 2022 and 2023 for testing purposes, and are 

using lessons learned from that construction to iterate on the design to 

improve cost effectiveness and performance. The new design includes 

but is not limited to: increased optimization for manufacturing,  better 

performance of the atmospheric dispersion compensator, a more in-

depth tolerance analysis using a larger number of Monte Carlo trials, 

and a definition for the primary mirror specification using a structure 

function. 

For the equivalent collecting area of E-ELT, LFAST will have 

2640 primary mirrors with diameter 30": 132 20-unit mounts shown 

in Figure 1 combine to form an effective collecting area of 1,200 m2. 

Co-phasing the telescopes is unnecessary and actually undesirable to 

accomplish the main goal of high-resolution spectroscopy, as the 

image formed at the spectrograph slit needs to be as stable as possible 

and coherent beams could cause interference fluctuations[9]. Because 

co-phasing is unnecessary, the cost of the entire telescope array can 

increase proportionally with collecting area (D2) once a repeatable 

manufacturing process is established. This concept is then scalable to 

add additional telescopes to further increase the collecting area with a 

linear increase in cost. This makes Earth-like exoplanet atmospheric 

detections possible more quickly. 

The engineering problems for this kind of telescope are very 

different from traditional ELTs, where extensive time and money can 

be spent on a single telescope design, manufacturing, integration, and 

operation. For LFAST, the goal is to evolve a robust manufacturing 

and integration process early in the telescope development process 

and replicate it many times. The desire to eliminate recurring costs is 

key. This drives the need for a large portion of the telescope cost to be 

from non-recurring engineering (NRE), such that the relative cost per 

additional telescope diminishes as the number of telescopes increases, 

approaching a cost regime proportional to collecting area. To realize 

this goal, we developed a design for a unit telescope with a 30” clear 

aperture spherical primary mirror and a 4-element prime focus 

corrector. The design delivers diffraction-limited images to the fiber, 

and arcsecond images to a guide camera, while correcting 

atmospheric dispersion down to 70 degrees from zenith. In this paper, 

we will describe the design process, the performance of the telescope 

and atmospheric dispersion compensator, and the optical/mechanical 

tolerances of the telescope that are optimized for low-cost. 

 

2. Optical Design 

 
2.1 Specifications 

Table 1 shows the optical performance specifications for each 

LFAST unit telescope. Table 2 shows the optical prescription for an 

LFAST 'unit' telescope. Figure 1 shows the full optical layout, and 

Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of the corrector optics.      

  

There are a few interesting things to note about the specifications 

for an LFAST unit telescope. First, there are two places where image 

quality is important: at the fiber injection and at the guide camera. At 

the fiber, only the near on-axis fields are important. The only goal at 

that surface is to get as much light as possible from the target in the 

fiber core, which allows image quality requirements for the rest of the 

field to be far less strict. The image quality across the whole field 

only matters at the guide camera, and only ~380-950 nm light can be 

detected by typical CMOS sensors. There are three purposes for the 

guide camera: to know where the telescope is pointing in the night 

sky, to give feedback on the coupling of the starlight into the fiber, 

and to give information on the telescope aberrations. The fiber will 

show up as a tiny 'black hole' in the center of the FOV on the guide 

camera which can be used for fiber coupling feedback. Being able to 

couple dim stars into the fiber is important, so brighter stars in the 

Table 1 Optical requirements for the first LFAST unit telescope 

Table 1  Optical prescription for the LFAST unit telescope 
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field need to be used to triangulate their locations, leading to a wider 

FOV requirement. Good imaging performance allows improved 

guiding on dimmer stars, but the performance at this surface does not 

need to be diffraction limited. We expect that LFAST will be located 

at a site that supports arcsecond-quality seeing conditions, so we 

designed the relay lenses to form arcsecond full-width half maximum 

(FWHM) images at the guide camera to balance image quality with 

atmospheric effects.  

Desire to cover as much of the night sky as possible and provide a 

broad bandpass for spectrographs led to requirements for being able 

to view objects down to 70° from zenith and perform over two 

octaves of frequency. An 18 μm fiber with  telescope of focal length 

2520.12 mm (derived from f/# requirement) subtends 1.47 arcseconds 

on the sky. At 70° elevation from zenith, atmospheric dispersion is a 

few arcseconds, so correction needs to be made to maintain 

performance across the bandpass. L4 shown in Figure 3 is used as an 

atmospheric dispersion compensator, which is described in more 

detail in Section 2.4.  

Lastly, we are producing these telescopes in mass quantities, with 

a goal of maximum energy coupled into each telescope’s fiber. As a 

final design performance check, we ran Monte Carlo trials for all 

2,640 telescopes in the array to ensure that an average of at least 80% 

encircled energy is maintained. The following subsections describe 

each piece of the LFAST design, and the reasoning behind each one 

in attempt to make a cost-effective, high-performing telescope. 

 

2.2 Primary Mirror 
A substantial driver of cost and schedule in nearly any large 

telescope is the primary mirror[10–12]. This is often due to logistical 

and physical limitations of manufacturing large, custom mirrors. It 

takes a long time for glass to cool, and a long time to remove material 

to polish perfect aspheric surfaces. This makes it impractical for 

LFAST to make mirrors in a similar way, since the goal is to make 

thousands of them. The cost of the primary mirror needs to diminish 

at higher manufacturing volumes for the concept of LFAST to be 

viable. This leads to a rather unusual design decision for meter class 

telescopes, with a few notable exceptions[13]: a spherical primary 

mirror. While spherical primary mirrors suffer from significant 

spherical aberration and coma, they are much easier to make via using 

full-sized pitch polishing laps. This method naturally produces 

spherical shapes, and spherical primary mirrors are more tolerant to 

alignment errors since they have no axis. Higher surface complexity 

is not generally worth the fabrication cost: even an optimized aspheric 

mirror would leave significant coma in the near off-axis fields 

requiring downstream correction, and a conic would require 

aspherizing in the polishing process for extra money and time. 

Spherical is actually an optimal primary mirror choice for a small, 

narrow field of view telescope meant for mass manufacturing and 

single object spectroscopy. 

We had initially considered a Mangin mirror (reflective coating 

on the back surface) to extend the lifetime for mirror coatings 

outdoors. We decided to not pursue Mangin mirrors because they 

introduced additional tolerances for the primary mirror including 

concentricity of the front and back surfaces, wedge tolerance between 

the two surfaces, and refractive index homogeneity. In addition, the 

thermal emissivity of glass versus silver and the need to polish two 

surfaces to high quality made the Mangin mirror a less desirable 

option for the primary mirror. For these reasons, we moved forward 

with a traditionally front-coated primary mirror and intend to have a 

protective metal coating to increase lifetime. 

 
2.3 Prime Focus Corrector 

The corrector optics can be split into two categories: before the 

fiber injection and after the fiber injection. As was discussed in §1, 

Fig. 2 2D optical layout of the unit telescope shown in Table 2. 

Fig. 3  Zoomed in view of the 2D layout of the prime focus corrector assembly, including 

corrector lenses, fiber puck, relay system, and guide camera. 
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the requirements at each of those image planes are quite different. At 

the fiber, only a central ~1 arcminute field of view is necessary to 

ensure maximum fiber coupling efficiency for the as-built telescope. 

At the guide camera, it is only important to obtain a field of view  

large enough to ensure that there are available stars for tracking. 

The corrector optics were designed to maintain the focal ratio of 

the primary mirror, contributing minimal optical power. This allows 

for loosening axial alignment and manufacturing requirements for the 

corrector lenses. Maksutov originally demonstrated that third order 

spherical aberration can be perfectly corrected with a single meniscus 

lens close to focus, where the lens is self-achromatic[14]. This single 

lens cannot correct coma and leaves some residual transverse 

chromatic aberration. This lens is essentially L1 in the LFAST design. 

To correct the spherical aberration and coma from the primary mirror 

and keep the focal ratio constant, only two lenses are needed to give 

enough degrees of freedom, one of flint and one of crown to correct 

for chromatic aberrations. This leaves a small amount of astigmatism 

and Petzval curvature[15, 16]. At this point, the system is already 

diffraction limited on-axis, but performance degrades for off-axis 

fields. To give some margin for optical and mechanical tolerances and 

pointing errors, we require a broader range of diffraction limited 

imaging performance. Thus, more than two lenses are needed to 

extend the diffraction limited performance beyond the on-axis field. 

We found that two more lenses (L3 and L4) enable this correction. 

The corrector was designed with these concepts in mind, correcting 

for Seidel aberrations one by one and sequentially from L1 to L4. All 

lens radii and spacings were optimized to achieve diffraction limited 

spot sizes within a 1 arcminute field, from 1.6 μm Airy radius at 400 

nm to 6.9 μm at 1700 nm. The glass types of N-BK7 and F2 from 

Schott were originally chosen for their low cost, high 

manufacturability, and good transmission in the required bandpass. In 

the current design, equivalent H-K9LGT and H-F4 from CDGM will 

be used instead due to availability and cost, but in theory any crown-

flint combination with Abbe number difference comparable to 27.7 

could achieve good image quality. 

 

2.4 Atmospheric dispersion correction 
As mentioned previously, the optical system needs to meet all 

specifications across the bandpass, even at elevation angles close to 

the horizon. Across 400 to 1700 nm, nearly 4 arcseconds of 

atmospheric dispersion is present at 70 degrees from zenith, which 

means some dispersion correction is necessary for optimal coupling 

into the 1.47 arcsecond fiber. Common atmospheric dispersion 

compensator (ADC) strategies involve counter rotating prisms (Amici 

prisms, or CR-ADC)[17, 18], linear ADC's (LADC) using axial 

motion of thin wedge prisms[19], tilting low-power lenses[16], or 

compensating lateral ADC (CL-ADC)[20, 21] using counter-

translating lenses. CR-ADCs and LADCs work extremely well and 

can be designed to correct secondary color down to 10s of 

milliarcseconds[18], but often involve complicated mechanics to 

achieve the desired prism motion. This level of correction is 

unnecessary for LFAST. 

Fig. 4  Optimization of L4 decenter to correct for atmospheric dispersion. Upper left shows the primary atmospheric dispersion 

as a function of elevation and induced primary dispersion from L4 as a function of decenter. These curves can be mapped to the 

required L4 decenter to correct for primary atmospheric dispersion as a function of elevation angle (bottom left). The decenter 

required to correct for primary atmospheric dispersion correction, however, does not produce the best encircled energy, thus a 

numerical analysis was performed to find the optimal L4 decenter as a function of elevation (right). 
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For the thousands of telescopes in LFAST, fewer moving parts are 

desirable to eliminate points of failure. In addition, CR-ADCs and 

LADCs add additional components, causing energy losses at each 

interface and taking up valuable space and mass in the prime focus 

corrector of each telescope. The simplest solution for LFAST is the 

concept of CL-ADCs, as it does not add any additional components to 

the system. Typically, this method involves counter-translating two 

lenses to compensate for the tilt and astigmatism caused by 

translating one of the lenses. Since the only performance metric that 

matters is encircled energy into the fiber, perfect correction of 

atmospheric dispersion is unnecessary, thus some secondary spectrum 

can be tolerated. We designed the telescope to require translating only 

one lens for atmospheric dispersion correction. Using lateral 

translation of L4 by 2 mm also creates nearly an arcminute of image 

motion. Since the required time for this correction is slow, and the 

primary mirror is spherical, simply tilting the primary mirror to 

recenter the celestial target on the fiber can be done with minimal 

effect on the image quality.  

This design utilizes L4 as the ADC component. L4 decentering 

can perfectly correct primary lateral color caused by the atmosphere 

(matching the chief ray positions of the shortest and longest 

wavelength in the bandpass). Figure 4 shows a plot of the primary 

lateral color caused by the atmosphere as a function of elevation 

angle[22, 23], the primary color induced by L4 as a function of 

decenter, and thus the L4 decenter required at each elevation angle to 

correct for primary lateral color. However, because the atmosphere 

does not have the same dispersion as the H-F4 flint glass in L4, this is 

not the best solution for optimum encircled energy coupled into the 

injection fiber. We carried out a numerical analysis to determine the 

actual required L4 decenter values to achieve the best encircled 

energy. At shallower elevation angles, these values start to diverge 

and expose the slight differences in dispersion of the flint glass and 

the atmosphere. A slight under-correction of primary lateral color due 

to the atmosphere yields the best encircled energy. Figure 5 shows an 

example corrected spot diagram at the 70° from zenith. Encircled 

energy in this worst case is 90.3%, compared to the diffraction limit 

of 92.7%. Thus, even in this worst case, the telescope would still be 

seeing-limited.  

 

2.5 Atmospheric jitter compensation 
As mentioned in the previous section, translating L4 to 

compensate for atmospheric dispersion also significantly translates 

the image. In other telescopes, this would be an inconvenience, 

requiring extra components to compensate for the chief ray deflection 

and aberrations caused by misalignment of aspheric mirrors. For 

LFAST, we can use this property as an advantage. The atmosphere 

will cause seeing motion to the wavefront on the order of arcseconds. 

This will significantly degrade fiber coupling efficiency. For every 

100 μm translation in L4, the image moves 34 μm, or about 2.8 

arcseconds. This is a small percentage of the lens motion needed to 

correct for atmospheric dispersion at low elevations on the horizon 

(for example 1.9 mm at 70 degrees), thus this lens motion can be used 

to correct for image motion caused by atmospheric wavefront tip/tilt 

without significantly disrupting dispersion correction. Looking again 

at Figure 4, at each elevation if the L4 decenter is changed from 

optimal by 100 μm, only a few % encircled energy is lost, as opposed 

to more significant losses if the wavefront tilt is uncorrected and the 

star image is not centered on the fiber. Implementing a rapid 

corrective movement on L4 allows LFAST to obtain improved 

performance with the compensation of image motion due to seeing 

and mount shake. 

 

2.6 Fiber feed and relay optics 
Each telescope will need feedback to determine whether light is 

properly coupled into the fiber or not, as well as a wide field for 

guiding. The LFAST telescope primary mirror is small, and thus has 

limited light collecting ability for the short exposure times required 

for guiding.  A wider field of view improves the chance of bright stars 

existing in the guide camera field of view for off-axis guiding. To 

achieve this large field, the fiber will be potted inside a small fold 

mirror at the image plane, which is relayed 1:1 onto a camera sensor 

with a relay lens and another fold mirror, as shown in Figure 3. This 

avoids losses from using a beamplitter and maintains a mechanically 

compact layout. The requirements on the relay require a larger field of 

view, but a narrower bandpass. The relay was optimized for 

wavelengths 500-800 nm, over a 4-arcminute half field of view. This 

gives a 97% chance of at least one 16th magnitude star in the field of 

view, which we can capture with a signal to noise ratio of ~30 using a 

10 second exposure[24, 25]. The relay is made of two copies of a 

simple lens assembly, a plano-convex lens and a doublet. Again, these 

lenses were originally made with N-BK7 and F2 but were switched to 

the CDGM equivalents described in Section 2.3. The relay was also 

redesigned to balance the imaging performance across the broader 

field. Figure 6 shows the polychromatic point spread functions (PSFs) 

at the guide camera sensor plane. 

 

3 Tolerancing 
 

Our initial design[8] tolerancing was done with a small number of 

trials, but this telescope is designed to be built 2640 times, so a more 

encompassing Monte Carlo trial was executed to gain a perspective 

on how the telescope array as a whole may perform. Previously, a 

standard irregularity tolerance was used to specify the primary mirror, 

but this does not suffice for a meter-class mirror. For this new design, 

tolerancing was split into two pieces: the corrector and the primary 

mirror. For mirrors of this size, it becomes difficult to specify with a 

single root-mean-square (RMS) or peak to valley irregularity value 

Fig. 5  Spot diagram at the lowest elevation uncorrected (left) and 

corrected with L4 lateral translation (right). Also shown is the 18 μm 

fiber core in gray. 

Fig. 6  Polychromatic PSFs for 3 field points at the guide camera 

image plane. All field points are better than 1 arcsecond FWHM. 
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(e.g., λ/4 or λ/8). Wavefront slope is what truly impacts image quality, 

but slope cannot be described by a single depth RMS value, as it is 

dependent on spatial scale. A structure function is used to define the 

mirror requirements instead. The following sections tolerance the two 

key pieces of the telescope separately and attempts to balance the 

errors introduced by the mirror, the corrector, and the atmosphere. 

 

3.1 Prime Focus Corrector 

One of the key characteristics of LFAST is mass 

manufacturability at low cost. This largely depends on the optical and 

mechanical tolerances of the system to maintain high quality 

performance. LFAST needs to produce components in large 

quantities, therefore any components that require high-precision 

machining or alignment are undesirable. All components and optics 

should be easily scalable both in the manufacturing as well as the 

assembly. Care was taken to loosen tolerances where possible to 

expedite production of LFAST telescopes at a low cost. 

Because the primary mirror is spherical, and the prime focus 

corrector was designed to maintain the focal ratio of the primary 

mirror, axial errors have minimal impact on wavefront error (WFE). 

As a result, image degradation due to errors such as lens spacing, lens 

thickness, surface radii, and even refractive index, are mitigated with 

the assumption that primary mirror piston is a compensator for 

defocus. 

Figure 7 shows mechanical tolerances and sensitivity curves for 

non-axial errors found for decenter/tilt of L1-L4. L1 and L3 are the 

most mechanically sensitive components, while L2 and L4 are looser. 

This information allowed us to better tighten tolerances where they 

are most effective as compared to the previous design[8]. We began 

with 0.1 mm decenter tolerances on L2 and L4, 0.05 mm on L1 and 

L3, and 3 arcminutes (0.05 degrees) of tilt on all lenses, or 

approximately 0.1 mm edge thickness difference (ETD) at 100 mm 

diameter. Figure 8a shows how this is combined together with all 

other tolerances for Monte Carlo trials. All axial tolerances are very 

loose (±150 µm), and were set to the standard loosest requirement per 

many optical manufacturers tolerancing charts[26–29]. 

This tolerancing does not include aberrations on the primary 

mirror, but rather isolates properties of the corrector that are loose or 

sensitive. As expected, any axial errors due to surface power or lens 

spacing/thickness are easily compensated for with ±25 mm of 

primary mirror piston. The most sensitive parameters are non-axial 

errors: lens decenter, lens wedge, and element tilt, although these are 

still well within commercial machining tolerances. All tolerances 

chosen are within "commercial" or "standard" tolerances given by a 

variety of optics manufacturers, and should be achievable with 

commercial machining and alignment tolerances for a lens barrel[30]. 

Fig. 7  Sensitivity curves and best fit lines shown for decenter and tilt of each corrector lens. Sensitivity values are shown as μm/mm for 

decenter or μm/deg for tilt. These values indicate the increase in radius to 80% encircled energy per unit perturbation 

Fig. 8  Final tolerances for the prime focus corrector (left). L1 and L3 have slightly more sensitivity than L2 and L4, thus the decenter 

tolerance is tighter for L1 and L3. Irregularity, wedge, radius error, center thickness, and material properties are all within standard tolerances 

for a variety of manufacturers. Mechanical tolerances are within achievable tolerances for a lens barrel. The yield curve and histogram 

(right) are shown for 2640 Monte Carlo trials using these tolerances. The average performance is 84.2% encircled energy, and the number of 

telescopes is shown in 2.5% bin widths. 
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Figure 8b shows the yield for 2640 telescopes using uniform 

distributions of the tolerances shown in Figure 8a, demonstrating that 

80% of the telescopes meet the 80% encircled energy requirement, 

and the average performance exceeds 80%. 

 

3.2 Primary Mirror 
All other surfaces in the telescope design have a single surface 

irregularity specification in number of fringes, which is a depth value. 

Common irregularity in pitch polished lenses takes the form of low 

order Zernike polynomials. However, for large surfaces, this 

specification is often not good enough, as mid-spatial frequencies 

become more present and impactful to the surface slope errors. For 

high performance systems, especially ELTs, a slope specification is 

needed to define surface deviations at a variety of spatial scales. 

LFAST aims to use 1” thick, 30” diameter BOROFLOAT® mirrors. 

This is a standard thickness for BOROFLOAT® glass, which reduces 

the cost of procurement. Due to the small aspect ratio of the mirror 

(30 to 1), it is likely that mid-spatial frequencies may show up in the 

polishing process due to local bending of the mirror. As the spatial 

scale of surface errors shrinks but the amplitude does not, the RMS 

slope increases[31]. Because optical performance (wavefront error) is 

truly dependent on surface slope error, surface error amplitude 

requirements are directly dependent on spatial scale. A peak to valley 

specification suffers from the same problem[32]. At scale smaller 

than λ/20, light will react to the surface as if it is perfectly smooth. 

The GMT mirrors have been specified using a structure 

function[33–36], which is a measure of the wavefront error as a 

function of spatial scale. It is defined as the mean square wavefront 

difference between random points in the aperture as a function of 

their separation. It is used since wavefront error due to atmosphere 

turbulence is also commonly described by a structure function[37, 

38]. Turbulence often fundamentally limits the image quality of a 

telescope that does not use adaptive optics, like LFAST. It is expected 

that the location of LFAST may have seeing as good as 1 arcseconds 

FWHM, which will create a baseline best case encircled energy. 

Figure 9 shows this effect by convolving the polychromatic point 

Fig. 9  Point Spread Function as a function of seeing. Loss of encircled energy increases rapidly as the 

FWHM approaches the fiber diameter. 

Fig. 10  Structure function requirement for LFAST. 1 arcsec is the expected atmospheric seeing 

conditions, and 0.5 arcsec is the mirror requirement goal. 
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spread function (PSF) of the telescope with a Gaussian of various 

arcsecond FWHM (or 2√2ln(2)𝜎).  

At 1 arcsecond FWHM, we can expect approximately an 8% loss 

in encircled energy. This can be similarly applied to requirements for 

the primary mirror to define a requirement for the structure function. 

We showed in the previous section that the tolerancing of the PFC 

accounts for on average 8% loss compared to the diffraction limit. 

Using a tighter requirement on the primary mirror would thus make 

the telescope seeing limited. A 0.5 arcsecond FWHM requirement on 

the primary mirror would roughly balance the error contributions 

from the primary mirror, the corrector optics, and atmospheric seeing. 

Figure 10 shows the resulting structure function requirement for 1 

arcsecond FWHM (the same as expected from the atmosphere), and a 

goal of 0.5 arcsec FWHM, measured at the interferometer test 

wavelength, 632.8 nm. The LFAST primary mirrors will have 24 

Peltier devices around the edge of the mirror to control low order 

Zernike deformations[7]. As with the GMT mirrors, eventually, the 

diffraction limit is reached and a better surface will not make a better 

image, thus the requirements can be loosened at spatial scales that 

correspond to required wavefront error smaller than λ/20. 

 

3.3 Testing 
 It is important to establish lab testing regimens to ensure that both 

the primary mirror and the PFC will meet performance requirements 

before testing them on-sky. For the spherical primary mirror, the 

measurement is trivial: a phase-shifting interferometer with the mirror 

center of curvature aligned with the interferometer focus for a null 

test configuration. The collected data is then used to calculate the 

structure function and compare to requirements in Figure 10. Testing 

the PFC is more difficult. 
 The PFC compensates for the spherical aberrations present in the 

spherical primary mirror when used at infinite conjugates. In a 

blackbox, it appears as an optic with a large amount of spherical 

aberration, and a small amount of power. If the PFC on its own was 

tested in double pass with a flat reference mirror, there is enough 

power and spherical aberration present that the fringes would alias, 

rendering the wavefront unmeasurable. To test the entire PFC 

assembly separately from the primary mirror, we have developed a 

null corrector made of two 3” H-K9LGT lenses to correct the on-axis 

aberrations introduced by the PFC. The PFC will be tested with a 2” 

diameter collimated beam from a Fizeau interferometer. Figure 11 

shows the layout of the null lens and PFC test in double pass. 

 This double-pass Fizeau interferometer setup produces a λ/300 

null. From the yield data in Figure 8b, about 80% of systems pass the 

80% encircled energy requirement. The Monte Carlo trials indicated 

that the wavefront error associated with this cutoff is 0.5 waves RMS. 

This wavefront error will be doubled due to double-pass but will only 

be tested with half of the full aperture (2” test beam versus 4” L1) so 

we  have set 0.5 waves RMS as the pass or fail requirement for the as-

built PFC assembly under the double pass measurement. 

 

4 Next Steps and Conclusion 
 

We have presented a design for a 30" aperture telescope which is 

optimized to be economically produced in high volumes, as required 

by the LFAST concept. The design is significantly improved in the 

aspect of higher volume manufacturing compared to the initial design 

that was built in 2022. The design is made with only spherical 

surfaces, even for the primary mirror. The design also includes the 

ability to correct atmospheric dispersion down to 70° by translating 

one of the corrector elements (L4) in sync with primary mirror tilt. 

Small motions of the same element will also be used to stabilize 

atmospheric wavefront tip/tilt, made possible by the all-spherical 

design. We have verified that tolerances are ‘standard’ or 

‘commercial’ for all elements in the corrector, and that alignment 

requirements can be easily achieved with standard machining and 

lens centering procedures. Through Monte Carlo trials, over 80% of 

the 2640 telescopes meets the 80% encircled energy requirement.  

We are currently testing electronics, guiding, and tracking for a 

single unit telescope, constructed in 2022 and 2023, using the same 

structure and mechanics to be used for the 20-unit telescope. We are 

concurrently in the process of manufacturing 30” mirrors, procuring 

lenses and lens barrels, and beginning construction on the steel frame 

structure for the construction of the 20-unit telescope in 2024. 
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Abstract: Demand for better quality, larger quantity, and size of astronomical telescopes from
visible to radio frequencies is increasing. More rapid, efficient, and adaptable manufacturing
processes are needed to support the needs of growing science and engineering communities in
these fields. To aid the development and execution of these new processes, a flexible, accurate,
and low-cost metrology system is needed. This paper outlines a variety of fringe projection
profilometry (FPP) that has demonstrated high accuracy over large areas, making it a critical
tool for manufacturing steel molds for forming primary reflectors and shape verification of the
reflectors themselves used for radio astronomy.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

In applications such as radio astronomy and optical component manufacturing, reflecting and
refracting surfaces need to have very accurate shapes, yet often have surface roughness that
makes them non-specular to visible wavelengths, either as the final product or in an intermediate
stage of manufacturing. This presents a significant measurement challenge, since scattering
reduces coherence and specularity. For example, surfaces used in high frequency radio astronomy
have a common accuracy requirement of λ/25 [1](often tens of microns for millimeter-scale
wavelengths) but still need to scatter visible and near infrared wavelengths to avoid unintentional
heating from focused sunlight [2]. Measurement of these surfaces is crucial to the performance
of the final antenna [3–5], but metrology methods that rely on specular surfaces are futile in this
application.

Current measurement options for large antenna segments either require physical probing of the
surface or measurement of the locations of physical fiducials. Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMM) have traditionally been used to measure surface shapes by touching the surface with a
probe at multiple points [6] and extracting 3D points using encoders. This method is performed
on a point-by-point basis, so oftentimes taking high spatial resolution measurements aren’t
possible in a reasonable amount of time, as each sampled point takes a few seconds to acquire.
Laser trackers have also been heavily used in the manufacturing of individual panels and shape
verification of the final constructed antenna [7–10]. Laser trackers require physical placement
of retro-reflector fiducials, meaning the fiducials need to be continuously relocated in order to
sample a 3D point. Therefore, rapid high spatial resolution measurements are not possible with
this method either.

Photogrammetry has also been used for some of these applications [6,11,12]. Photogrammetry
involves capturing many images of precision fiducials that are placed on the surface, and
triangulating the fiducials to produce 3D points. This method has shown high accuracy, but also
requires manual placement of fiducials [13], significantly slowing the measurement process. In

#485013 https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTCON.485013
Journal © 2023 Received 9 Jan 2023; revised 2 Mar 2023; accepted 2 Mar 2023; published 17 Mar 2023
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this type of system, pixel utilization is low: only pixels that see the fiducial pattern are used to
triangulate object locations.

Structured light scanning systems are similar to photogrammetry, but output much higher
spatially sampled scans by utilizing a light source to produce fiducials and observing the reflected
and/or scattered image with a camera in order to extract more information about the surface via
triangulation [14–16]. This makes it a great candidate concept for rapid metrology of large, diffuse
surfaces like radio telescope panels. Recent decades have produced vast amount of research into
3D scanning techniques using structured light, particularly Fringe Projection Profilometry (FPP)
[17]. FPP is a sub-category of structured light measurement systems that specifically focuses on
projecting a periodic pattern onto an object in order to rapidly extract feature information by
observing the deformed pattern. There are many variations of FPP. Some research in this field
focuses on optimizing system calibration methods [18,19]. Others focus more on the hardware,
using different types of projectors or numbers of cameras [20]. There is also significant research
into reduction of the non-linear effect of the phase shifting algorithms [21–24]. Much of the
research in this field is focused on improving the measurement speed by using more efficient
phase shifting algorithms that require fewer pattern acquisitions [25–27], and converting phase
directly to depth based on calibration of a camera and a projector [28]. However, in general there
is little focus on scaling up the concepts to measure large surfaces with extremely high accuracy.

This paper outlines a novel variation of FPP that vastly improves accuracy and precision
within a reasonable measurement time, while still producing high spatial sampling, and nearly
eliminating non-linearity phase-shifting errors. The concept is easily scalable and simple to
calibrate, making it a useful technique for measuring radio telescope panels and other large,
continuous surfaces that have high accuracy requirements.

2. Background

2.1. Fringe projection profilometry

FPP systems often involve projecting a series of N phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns onto an
object and taking images of the distorted pattern with a camera [26]. The captured pattern
typically takes the form of Eq. (1) for vertically oriented fringes:

In(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos
[︃
u0x +

2πn
N
+ ϕobj(x, y)

]︃
(1)

where u0 is the fringe frequency, n is the current phase step, N is the total number of phase steps,
and ϕobj(x, y) is the phase of the object observed by a camera’s 2D detector plane, which contains
information about the object shape. a(x, y) and b(x, y) are the background intensity and the fringe
modulation, respectively. Projecting this series of N patterns onto an object and capturing images
with a camera encodes that object with contours of equal phase (ϕobj). The wrapped phase
ϕobj,wrapped in Eq. (1) can be recovered with the N-step Phase Shifting Algorithm [25]:

ϕobj,wrapped(x, y) = arctan

(︄ ∑︁N−1
n=0 In(x, y) sin( 2πn

N )∑︁N−1
n=0 In(x, y) cos( 2πn

N )

)︄
(2)

where In(x, y) is the 2D irradiance pattern captured on the camera detector for each phase step n.
This equation recovers the wrapped phase in modulo 2π steps, which can then be unwrapped
with a spatial phase unwrapping method [29].

Most FPP systems then use a variety of phase-to-height mapping method to produce 3D
measurements, based on the calibrated geometry of the camera and projector, or a calibration
surface [30]. Oftentimes the projector and camera is treated as a stereo-pair, where the projector
acts as an inverse camera, and the phase contours are used as epipolar geometry constraints
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to determine matching features [26]. Either way, both of these methods require some form of
calibration of the projector, which can be challenging to do accurately and quickly. This often
requires additional calibration for gamma distortion, the nonlinear brightness response of displays
[31,32]. In addition, this method relies on the temporal stability of projector illumination.

Some have added an additional camera to the system and leveraged multiple benefits [20].
With two cameras, the projector can simply act as a fiducial generator to assist stereo camera
triangulation. Strategies to calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of two cameras is very
well-established [33]. In this case, the projector can be used to encode contours of equal phase
using phase shifting in one direction, and feature matching based on the same epipolar geometry
method as the projector-camera systems.

2.2. Stereo vision

The metrology method described in this paper is based on the simple concept of Stereo Vision
(SV) [34]. SV computes 3D coordinates of objects based on the binocular disparity between the
images of an object from two different perspectives. If the intrinsic properties of the cameras
are known (i.e. focal length, distortion, principle point) and the extrinsic properties of the
camera pair are known (i.e. relative rotation and translation difference between each camera), a
3D object could theoretically be perfectly reconstructed. However, diffraction, camera noise,
and calibration errors of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters result in an uncertainty in measured
coordinates. These errors culminate into an expected depth resolution limit of a SV system,
which depends on the geometry of the camera perspectives relative to the object to be measured,
and the method used to match object features. The equation for the depth resolution of a SV
system is well-established in the field of computer vision [35]:

δz =
z2

bf
∆p (3)

where b is the camera baseline distance, z is the object distance from the baseline, f is the focal
length of the cameras, and ∆p is the disparity error in number of pixels multiplied by the physical
pixel size, coming from the feature matching uncertainties in the system. These parameters can
be easily adjusted to give predicted resolution in the tens of microns for surfaces sizes on the
order of a square meter using current image sensor technology (pixel size and total array size
limitations), assuming disparity error is on the order of a pixel. This resolution starts to degrades
for systems that attempt to cover a larger area. If a larger area needs to be measured, one could
decrease the focal length, but this hurts depth resolution inversely. One could simply move the
cameras further away, but the distance from the object hurts depth resolution quadratically. One
could also extend the camera baseline distance, but this can cause depth of focus limitations,
making calibration of extrinsic parameters difficult and creating poor spatial resolution in one
dimension. Therefore the only way to significantly improve the depth resolution while keeping
hardware configuration constant is to decrease the pixel disparity error.

3. Precision stereo matching

If the stereo matching precision can be improved to subpixel matching accuracy, then the theoretical
depth resolution experiences the same linear improvement, assuming perfect calibration. As
described in Section 2.2, using a set of phase shifted sinusoidal fringe patterns encodes the
object with contours of equal phase. Adding another set of phase shifted patterns oriented in the
horizontal direction encodes the object with a unique phase pair combination at every point on
the 3D object, imaged onto a camera’s 2D detector plane: ϕh(x, y) and ϕv(x, y), for horizontal
and vertical phase, respectively, with x and y denoting the vertical and horizontal locations on
the detector plane. Figure 1 shows an example set of projected fringes, the wrapped phase for
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each direction, and then unwrapped phase. We use a spatial phase unwrapping technique based
on a reliability sorting method [29] to recover the continuous phase in the horizontal and vertical
phase directions, for both cameras.

Fig. 1. Phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns encodes contours of equal phase. Only four steps
are shown for simplicity. Using Eq. (2) produces the wrapped phase maps. The reliability
sorting method by noncontinuous path method [29] is used to unwrap the phase. The result is
a continuous phase distribution. Using this phase shifted pattern in two orthogonal directions
then produces two phase distributions, which encodes every point with a unique phase pair
combination.

Pixels on camera 1 can be matched to pixels based on the phase pair that has the minimum
difference [36], and these matched pairs of pixels are triangulated to reconstruct a set of 3D
points representing the object being measured.

However, this method does not fully utilize the information encoded on the object. The projector
encodes the object with a continuous phase distribution, and those continuous distributions are
measured with a discretely sampled detector array from each camera’s perspective. It is highly
unlikely that there is any one pixel on camera 1 that exactly samples the same area on the object
as any pixel on camera 2. That means there is no pixel on camera 1 that has a phase pair that
exactly matches the phase pair of a pixel on camera 2. Existing research has shown that subpixel
phase matching can improve calibration via bundle adjustment using thousands of matched points
and a variety of subpixel matching methods [37–40]. We aim to use subpixel phase matching
to create a 3D point from every pixel that projects onto the object, and interpolate it until the
subpixel matching location is as precise as possible. In order to accomplish this, we can assume
that there likely exists a subpixel location on camera 2 that nearly exactly matches the phase pair
of a pixel on camera 1. Much higher feature matching precision can be obtained by matching the
phase pair of a pixel on camera 1 to a corresponding phase pair subpixel location on camera 2
via interpolation. One could simply interpolate the entire phase map by a large factor, but the
image size, and therefore the search algorithm time for finding matching phase pairs, scales by n2.
This would make processing times far too long on an average computer, on the order of hours.
One could also fit each phase distribution to a surface map and solve the matching phase pair
locations analytically, but would require an extremely high number of terms in order to preserve
high frequency surface information. Instead, we search the image first for a rough match, and use
a windowed interpolation strategy to iteratively search smaller interpolated windows, greatly
reducing computation time while still producing subpixel matching precision, without losing
spatial resolution. The steps of this process are described in-depth below and visualized in Fig. 2.
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1. Start with a pixel on camera 1, which has phase pair ϕh,1(n, m) and ϕv,1(n, m), where n and
m are denoting a pixel in the nth row and mth column on the detector plane.

2. The first interpolated window on camera 2 is identified with its center at (x0, y0) on camera
2 by finding the location that has the minimum root sum squares (RSS) phase difference
from the current (n, m) pixel on camera 1:

(︂ [︁
φh,2(x, y) − φh,1(n, m)]︁2

+
[︁
φv,2(x, y) − φv,1(n, m)]︁2

)︂ 1
2
= min (4)

where (x, y) denotes the pixel locations across the entire image.

3. Create a local 5×5 window centered on the matched pixel (x0, y0) for each vertical
and horizontal phase distribution on camera 2, and linearly interpolate the window 5×,
producing a 25×25 frame. This is the 0th interpolated layer.

4. Step 2 is then repeated, but now finding the optimal pixel location on the 0th interpolated
layer only. We then search for r∗0 = (x∗0, y∗0) on layer 0 where we obtain the best matched
phase, in other words:

(︂ [︁
φh,2(x∗, y∗) − φh,1(n, m)]︁2

+
[︁
φv,2(x∗, y∗) − φv,1(n, m)]︁2

)︂ 1
2
= min (5)

where (x∗, y∗) ∈ N is denoting the location on the small neighborhood of 25×25 (sub)pixels
in the 0th layer.

5. Create a second interpolated layer taking the 5 × 5 pixel window around r∗0 = (x∗0, y∗0) and
then interpolate it to build another 25 × 25-(sub)pixel grid as the second layer N2.

6. Repeat step 5 and 6 until the following convergence criterion is met:

∥r∗l+1 − r∗l ∥2<0.01 pixel (6)

where l = 0, 1, . . . is the super-resolution layer. Thus, r∗l indicates the best center location
for the l-th interpolated layer. The number of iterations it takes to meet this criterion varies
from 1 to 5, depending on the amount of overlapping projected area on the object of the
pixel on camera 1 with a corresponding pixel in camera 2.

7. Repeat the entire process for each pixel on camera 1.

Effects such as projector nonlinear brightness, temporal and spatial brightness fluctuations
and lens distortion errors are eliminated since phase is not used directly to determine depth, but
is simply a fiducial to assist determining parallax of stereo vision [41]. Applying this process
to each pixel results in highly accurate subpixel feature matching, which leads to high depth
resolution, high spatially sampled 3D point clouds representing the surface figure.

3.1. Calibration

To demonstrate the predicted accuracy of this technique over large areas, we assembled an
example system to cover an area of 1 m2. We used two 20 megapixel FLIR Blackfly USB3
cameras with Sony IMX183 sensors and 12 mm focal length lenses. For the projector, we used a
1080P Optoma GT1080HDR Short Throw Gaming Projector, which allows pattern projection
over a large area from a short working distance. The sensor pixel size was 2.4 µm, the baseline
distance was 2.5 meters and the object distance was 1 meter (Fig. 3). Based on Eq. (3), this
should produce a depth resolution of 80 µm assuming a one pixel disparity error, however the
performance should be significantly improved by using interpolated stereo matching. The two
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Fig. 2. Precision stereo matching process shown for the horizontal phase only, for simplicity.
Actual algorithm used vertical and horizontal phase. With the vertical direction included in
the matching process, there is a small window where the best matched phase pair must exist.

cameras were calibrated using MATLAB’s Camera Calibrator for the intrinsic parameters and
the Stereo Camera Calibrator App for extrinsic parameters, calibrating only for radial distortion,
since these well-made cameras should have negligible tangential distortion. This software uses
Zhang’s well-known method [33]. We used 19 images of a 22x23 black and white checkerboard
with 15 mm squares in a variety of locations and orientations within the field of view. The
calibration involved covering the entire field of view of both cameras, near the planned working
distance of the measurement surface. Figure 4 shows the camera layout with sampled locations
of the calibration target as well as the corresponding reprojection error.

The mean reprojection error shown in Fig. 4 of the calibration process was 0.16 pixels. While
this may seem like the limiting factor in accuracy based on Eq. (3), it is only the limiting factor
in calibration. Errors in calibration due to the calibration board itself (such as board flatness,
gravity deformation, and sharpness of checkerboard corners) as well as noise in the corner
finding algorithm limits the calibrated reprojection error. It has been shown in other research
that measurements of real objects are required to evaluate the actual accuracy of a stereo-camera
calibration [42]. For this reason we will focus on measuring real objects in Section 4.

It is important to note that this is just one embodiment of the system. In theory any combination
of camera types (pixel size, array size, focal length) can be used in combination with any projector.
The only requirements to obtain a 3D point on the surface is that both cameras see the same area
on the object, and the projector also covers that area.

3.2. Data acquisition and processing

We employ an 11-step phase shifting algorithm in both orthogonal directions, making a total of
22 captured images for each camera, 44 images in total. Using 11 phase steps helps to reduce
noise in the final measured phase maps [43,44]. Equation (2) is used to recover the wrapped
phase, and the spatial phase unwrapping method based on reliability sorting from Herraez et. al.
[29] is used to recover the unwrapped phase maps for each camera.

The technique in Section 2 is then used to match each pixel on camera 1 to a location on camera
2, producing a set of matched feature points. Each set of matched points is then triangulated
using the calibrated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to produce the final 3D object [45].
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Fig. 3. Actual system layout of cameras, projector, computer and unit under test (UUT).
Note the rough placement of the projector. The only requirement is that the projector
completely covers the UUT with fringes. The measurement is only made by stereo matching,
so only the cameras require a stable mounting scheme. This configuration produces an
expected depth resolution of 80 µm assuming one pixel of disparity error, but we expect the
interpolated phase matching method to significantly reduce this.

Fig. 4. Layout of extrinsic parameters and calibration target locations (left) and their
corresponding reprojection errors for each camera (right).

4. Demonstrations

4.1. Flatness accuracy

One of the challenges of claiming high resolution measurements is verifying it with a known test
object. We expect the system to produce depth resolution of 80 µm for a disparity error of 1 pixel,
so a good candidate test surface would ideally have a much higher accuracy. One of the industry
standards for a high performing structured light system is the ATOS 5 produced by GOM. It
lists a max-permissible error (MPE) of 38 µm and a typical certification result for VDI-2634
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of 26 µm over a 0.75m square measurement area [46]. Granite surface plates commonly have
surface flatness in this range. We measured a 9x12" Grade B granite surface plate, with specified
root-mean-square (RMS) flatness accuracy of 5.1 µm. Figure 5 shows some sample images of
the projected fringes as seen from each camera, as well as an example wrapped and unwrapped
phase for vertical fringes as seen from Camera 1.

Fig. 5. Shown are images of the first phase step for horizontal and vertical fringes, seen
from both cameras (top). Also shown is a masked image of just the granite surface, with the
wrapped phase shown (bottom left) and the unwrapped phase (bottom right). Shown is only
the wrapped and unwrapped phase for one fringe direction and for one camera, for simplicity.

Figure 6 shows the actual granite surface plate that was measured along with the final
measurement using the interpolated stereo matching method, along with the final measured point
cloud with plane fit subtracted, which has 1.29 million points and a 5.2 µm RMS error. Note
that much of the error in Fig. 6 is high spatial frequency, not low order error, demonstrating the
overall shape accuracy of this system. Compared to the theoretical depth resolution of 80 µm
assuming one pixel of disparity error, this measurement would imply that the system is capable of
subpixel matching up to at least 80µm/5.2µm = 1/15 pixels. While this measurement is not the
same at the certifications used in VDI-2634 for the ATOS 5, it does provide some validation that
the overall measured shape of a continuous surface is accurate. The time from beginning of the
fringe image acquisition to interpolated reconstructed surface is less than 5 minutes. Most of the
measurement time is attributed to image acquisition, requiring 3 second exposures between phase
steps due to the large measurement area and the relatively low-brightness of the off-the-shelf
projector. The ATOS 5 system advertises up to 0.2 second acquisition times, using a custom
high-powered LED or laser projector, but the total processing time is not listed. It is important to
note that our developed solution is not designed to produce extremely high speed measurements.

4.2. Highly specular machined surfaces

We also applied this measurement method to measuring the low-order shape residual of a
prototype secondary reflector panel designed for the next-generation Very Large Array (ngVLA).
The surface was machined on a CNC mill. The surface aperture is hexagonal, 750 mm in the
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Fig. 6. Grade B granite surface flat (left) and the measured flat top surface (right). RMS fit
error to a plane is 5.1 µm.

Fig. 7. Image of hexagonal prototype panel (left), its measurement (middle) and 5th order
XY polynomial residuals (right). After subtracting low order shape up to 5th order, errors
due to surface machining and support structure are revealed.

longest dimension. The prescribed low-order shape was not made available, so this example is
used to visualize mid- and high-spatial frequency errors in the surface. The surface was fit to
a 5th order XY polynomial and this polynomial was subtracted from the point cloud in order
to visualize the higher frequency errors in the surface. The residual has an RMS of 27.8 µm,
which meets the panels accuracy requirement of 40 µm RMS, assuming the 5th order shape
is correct. The measurement data (shown in Fig. 7) illustrates the capability of this method to
measure beyond the overall low-order shape of a surface, which is often the extent of information
provided by other methods like CMMs or laser trackers. In addition, no surface treatment is
required, even though the surface has a strong specular component. There is still a small diffuse
component, so simply increasing the exposure time to capture more light scattered from the
surface from the projector is sufficient. The projector was positioned so that specular reflections
from the surface did not enter the camera aperture. Total measurement time is increased due
to the required long exposure, but for the application of radio telescope panels, it is still a very
small portion of the total manufacturing time and will not become a bottleneck of the process.
Small scale structures of tooling marks on the surfaces are easily resolved using this interpolated
matching method, which gives insight into how the reflector may perform while focusing high
frequency radio waves. This information provides valuable feedback to the effects of different
panel manufacturing processes.
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Fig. 8. Shown is a screenshot of the laser tracker measurement report. The black circle
represents the outer boundary of the steel mold surface. The table in the top left shows a
summary of the measurement results compared to the ideal 5.275 m radius sphere. The red
and blue spikes show the measured points with the largest deviation from the ideal sphere,
blue being too low and red being too high. Best fit radius reported was R = 5.281 m. The
blue and red spikes indicate astigmatism in the surface of about 0.007", or 175 µm, peak to
valley.

4.3. Laser tracker comparison

We also applied this measurement method to verifying the accuracy of a convex steel dish
designed as a negative for thermally forming concave glass mirror substrates. The surface is
spherical and was originally specified for a radius of curvature of 5.275 m and a circular aperture
863.6 mm in diameter. The mold was measured with a laser tracker by a third party company,
data report shown below in Fig. 8. The laser tracker has 0.001" resolution, or 25.4 µm.

The mold was also measured with the FPP method described in this paper and the system
shown in Fig. 3. With the best fit sphere removed from the measurement data (R = 5.292 m),
astigmatism is revealed along with some higher order structure. Compared to the laser tracker
measurement, the difference in measured radii is only 0.21%. The fringe projection measurement
shows a peak to valley astigmatism of 183 µm, on the same order of magnitude as the laser
tracker measurement, 175 µm. Overall, there is much agreement between the well-establish
metrology method (laser tracker) and the proposed FPP method, especially considering that the
laser tracker only reads-out with 25 µm resolution. Removing a 2nd order XY polynomial fit
(power and astigmatism) reveals an underlying grid structure, which matches the configuration
of steel ribs welded onto the back of the dish, which is the main source of the surface RMS
error, after astigmatism. This measurement (Fig. 9) illustrates the capability of this method to
measure beyond overall low-order shape of a surface, revealing other causes of error that is not
resolved by the laser tracker measurement, and would not be resolved by a CMM or fiducial-based
photogrammetry either.

4.4. Large-scale surfaces

We scaled up the system further to measure a 1.8 m x 1.8 m deformable mold that was designed to
shape freeform heliostat mirrors and radio telescope panel segments (Fig. 10). In order to deform
the surface to approach the ideal shape, there are many linear actuators that can be adjusted, but a
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Fig. 9. Measurements of 863.6 mm steel mold. Shown above is the original measurement
(upper left), the sphere fit error (upper middle), the 2nd order XY polynomial fit error (upper
right), and images of the measured surface (lower left), projected fringe pattern, and the
support structure underneath the surface (lower right). After subtracting low order shape,
the underlying rib structure is seen ’printing through’ the surface.

Fig. 10. Layout of measurement system for 1.8 x 1.8 m adjustable mold (left) and an image
of the projected fringes on the surface (right). Camera baseline is 2 m, and distance to the
surface is 2.5 m.

measurement of the surface is needed in order to provide feedback. The surface is complicated,
with hundreds of square tiles connected with thin blade flexures. At this size, the surface is
too large for nearly all portable or permanent CMMs. The same cameras and lenses as in the
previous measurement examples were used, but with a 2 m baseline distance and a camera to
UUT distance of about 2.5 m.

Here, the modulation (difference between maximum and minimum brightness at each pixel
through the data series of phase shifted fringes) of the phase was used to mask 3D points that
were not on the surface. The ideal surface for the adjustable mold is an off-axis hyperboloidal
segment, which was subtracted from the measured map to give a residual map. This residual
map is crucial feedback for driving the linear actuators that control the mold surface shape and
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Fig. 11. Example image used to mask camera images taken of the mold surface(top left)
using a modulation threshold to identify pixels that are on the mold surface. 3D map of the
raw data with 4.6 million measured points (top right) and a 3D map of the residual with
the ideal shape subtracted. Bottom right image is a zoomed in view of the measurement to
demonstrate the point density over each 25 x 25 mm square tile.

develop this method for shaping metal and glass with a deformable mold. Measurement data
from the surface is shown in Fig. 11.

4.5. Discussion

This method provides a variety of advantages over other types of 3D surface profiling systems.
The accuracy over a 9"x12" granite flat is higher than commercial FPP systems [20,46], which
often specifies accuracy on the order of 0.025 mm, and is comparable or better than the metrology
methods used to measure rough surfaces as discussed in Section 1 based on measurement time,
accuracy, flexibility, and spatial resolution. While the total measurement and processing time
is slower than other commercial FPP systems, the method described in this paper has not yet
been optimized with custom hardware, in the form of brighter projectors, more processing power,
and framegrabbers for faster camera readout. This FPP method can measure millions of points
across a square meter, making the spatial resolution on the order of 1 mm2. Because CMMs and
laser trackers only measure a single point at a time, a comparable spatial resolution measurement
would take many weeks of constant sampling, assuming a few seconds for each sample point.
An IR interferometer may have similar spatial resolution by viewing the surface with a high
resolution IR camera, but measurements require a unique configuration for every type of surface
shape. This FPP method is capable of measuring any surface that can be simultaneously seen
by both cameras and the projector, allowing for a wide range of convex, concave, and freeform
surfaces. Calibration of the system is simple and well-established, and can be done with a
standard checkerboard pattern, compared to other FPP methods that may require extra steps for
projector calibration. The method is also tolerant to errors in the projector. Since the projector
acts simply as a fiducial generator, phase errors due to gamma brightness distortion and temporal
brightness variation are common to both cameras, which have negligible affect on the ability to
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match features, and ultimately allows retrieval of accurate point measurements. The hardware
cost of the system is low, requiring only off-the-shelf machine vision cameras, a gaming projector,
and a computer: far less than the cost of comparable CMM, laser tracker, or IR interferometer.
These properties make it a valuable, flexible method for use in the development of new surface
forming techniques, as shown in sections 4.2–4.4.

One drawback of this system is it is difficult to get feedback on a poor measurement or
calibration, and establish a ground truth measurement. Reprojection errors in the calibration
generally aren’t relied upon for verifying a good calibration. Currently what is needed is
measurement of a surface that is verified using some other metrology method. While low order
shape accuracy verification may be simple to do for small objects by using a small granite surface
flat as in Section 4.1, truly verifying the accuracy of a measurement over a larger area >1 m2

would be significantly more challenging as the size, weight and cost of reference surfaces increase.
In addition, another drawback is this method is generally designed for continuous surfaces with
slow curvature. If the surface has disconnected components, or a fast curvature, this method
would need to be adjusted to accommodate, likely with a different phase-shifting method and
error handling in the data processing, or measurements of sections of the surface separately. Due
to the long baseline of the camera configuration, there is also a limit to slope variation that can
be measured, shown in Fig. 12. If the surface slope becomes high, one camera may observe
a section of the object at a larger angle than the other camera. This causes one pixel on one
camera to represent a much larger area on the object than the corresponding pixel on the other
camera(Fig. 12(b)). Eventually, the slope could become so high that one camera cannot see a
patch of surface at all(Fig. 12(c)). There is likely some accuracy degradation associated with
stereo vision measurement of highly sloped surfaces, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 12. Shown is an SV system measuring a small, flat patch of surface that is seen at an
equal angle from each camera (a). As the slope of the surface changes, as in (b), the projected
area of a pixel on one camera exceeds the projected area of the same corresponding pixel on
the other camera. When the slope (θ), is equal to half of the angle between the cameras (ϕ),
the measurement is not possible. This is a fundamental limitation of the SV system.

5. Conclusion

We have developed a novel high-accuracy measurement method for large, rough surfaces based
on FPP with two cameras, achieving an RMS accuracy of 5.2 µm. The system is simple to
calibrate, is low-cost, produces densely sampled surface maps, and is relatively rapid. These
properties make it an ideal measurement solution for surfaces that require high accuracy as well
as visible light scattering properties, without significant time restraint requirements, namely
surfaces used for radio astronomy and satellite communication. The authors hope that this
method may contribute to the development of manufacturing and metrology technologies needed
for future large telescopes.
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Abstract

In 2019, the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) released the first ever image of
a black hole event horizon. Astronomers are now aiming for higher angular
resolutions of distant targets, like black holes, to understand more about the
fundamental laws of gravity that govern our universe. To achieve this higher res-
olution and increased sensitivity, larger radio telescopes are needed to operate
at higher frequencies and in larger quantities. Projects like the next-generation
Very Large Array (ngVLA) and the Square-Kilometer Array (SKA) require build-
ing hundreds of telescopes with diameters greater than 10-meters over the next
decade. This has a two-fold effect. Radio telescope surfaces need to be more accu-
rate to operate at higher frequencies, and the logistics involved with maintaining
a radio telescope needs to be simplified to properly support them in large quan-
tities. Both of these problems can be solved with improved methods for surface
metrology that are faster, more accurate, and have higher resolution. This leads
to faster and more accurate panel alignment and therefore a more productive
observatory. In this paper, we present the use of binocular fringe projection pro-
filometry as a solution to this problem, and demonstrate it by aligning two panels
on a 3-meter radio telescope dish. The measurement takes only 10 minutes, and
directly delivers feedback for tip, tilt, and piston of each panel to create the ideal
reflector shape.

Keywords: metrology, fringe projection profilometry, off-axis alignment, radio
astronomy, radio antenna
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1 Introduction

Radio astronomy is used to observe the night sky through a different lens than optical
astronomy; able to see the unseen. The manufacturing paradigms are also significantly
different. In radio astronomy, direct recording of radio wave phase information can
be done for GHz frequencies, meaning that signals from radio telescopes separated
by great distance can be correlated in post-processing to achieve angular resolution
far better than optical telescopes. This is clearly demonstrated by the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT) forming images of black hole event horizons with micro-arcsecond
resolution[1, 24]. The usage of longer wavelengths in radio astronomy proportionally
loosens the accuracy requirements of the main reflector compared to optical coun-
terparts. The trade-off is that much larger reflectors are required to obtain good
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio, as the radio signals are typically weaker than optical.
It has been well known that optical telescopes scale cost with aperture diameter at
approximately D2.77. Fortunately, the cost of radio telescopes tend to scale at a rate
closer to D2, increasing linearly with collecting area.[6, 17] As radio telescopes aim
toward higher and higher resolutions, higher frequencies are required, and thus tighter
requirements are imparted on the primary reflector. The Ruze equation describes how
the surface root mean square (RMS) error of the reflector affects the antenna gain,
where G0 is the nominal gain considering a perfect reflector, ϵ is the surface RMS and
λ is the wavelength, expressed in the same physical units.[22]

G(ϵ) = G0e
4πϵ
λ

2

(1)

Fig. 1 Plotting the percent gain dictated by the Ruze Equation as a function of surface RMS to
wavelength ratio. At λ/15, 3 dB loss, or 50%, is achieved.

Figure 1 shows the antenna gain degradation as a function of the RMS to wave-
length ratio. A common bare minimum performance goal is to achieve a 3 dB loss
(50%), which correlates to ≈ λ/15. For example, the EHT observes at 230 GHz, a
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1.3 mm wavelength. Thus to preserve antenna gain, the surface must meet ≈ 85 µm
RMS. This RMS value includes the error stack-up from the individual panel accuracy,
gravity deformations, temperature gradients, wind-shake, and panel misalignment.[5]
Panel alignment and adjustment is a critical process to deploying a radio telescope
to meet optimal gain. Manufacturing cost associated with making accurately-shaped
panels is wasted if not properly aligned. If the status of panel to panel alignment and
panel deformation is not known, then adjustments cannot occur.

Common methods to measure panel alignment and shape have historically included
photogrammetry[9, 16, 26, 29], holography[4, 12, 25, 28] and laser trackers or laser
trusses[8, 15, 29, 34]. Oftentimes, a combination of methods is used.[3, 23, 29, 32] All of
these methods deliver the information on the surface accuracy of a dish, but they have
many fundamental limitations and drawbacks. The spatial sampling of photogram-
metry and laser trackers is limited to the number of fiducials or manually scanned
points. The manual nature of these methods makes them time consuming and expen-
sive, requiring large teams of researchers to execute the metrology. The University of
Arizona recently tuned the alignment of dish panels in a 12 m diameter radio telescope
using photogrammetry. It required a team of 3 (scientists and engineers) to work for
two weeks. The accuracy of these methods also degrades with working distance, so as
aperture size increases, the depth resolution decreases. For extremely large apertures
observing with millimeter wavelengths, holography has been the default method to
measure reflector deformations. Holography utilizes a smaller dish (that is assumed to
be perfect) pointed at a satellite beacon (typically a geosynchronous satellite to avoid
the need for tracking) as a reference signal. The antenna under test then raster scans
across the source to sample the beam.[21, 36] Correlations with the reference signal are
used to recover the absolute phase errors and inverse Fourier transforms are used to
recover the aperture wavefront error, which feeds back to required surface adjustments
to make corrections. While holography is known to have great sensitivity, it is limited
in logistics. Specialized cryogenic detectors designed to match the frequency of the
geosynchronous satellite beacon are required to take measurements. Also due to the
use of geosynchronous satellites, only one elevation angle can be tested, meaning grav-
itational deformations at other elevation angles remain unknown. The measurements
are time consuming due to the need to raster scan the entire telescope to sample the
beam, and good environmental conditions are required for successful measurements.
The algorithms to determine adjustments on the primary reflector vary largely from
telescope to telescope depending on the size, on-axis versus off-axis configuration, as
well as the presence of secondary or tertiary reflectors. Many future plans for large
radio telescopes involve multiple off-axis reflectors.[13, 19, 30, 31]

It is clear that no matter what current metrology method is used on a radio antenna
dish, there are drawbacks in cost, time, logistics, and data quality. Oftentimes, the use
of multiple methods is required. In 2022, our research group developed a metrology
technique based on binocular fringe projection profilometry for measuring radio tele-
scope panels in a laboratory setting to assist our research into rapid fabrication of radio
telescope panels[7]. As a demonstration of the panel forming technique, our research
team is constructing a 2.4 x 3.2 meter radio telescope using our own fabricated panels,
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known as the Student Radio Telescope (SRT)[10]. The problem of aligning the pan-
els has driven the team to adapt the previously-developed panel metrology method to
be portable, function outdoors, measure discontinuous objects, and cover large areas
with high resolution. As a demonstration, we will show in this paper how the system
can be used to deliver alignment feedback information for two adjacent panels on the
SRT. The telescope is currently under construction for the purpose of public outreach.
Figure 2 shows a 3D rendering of the SRT.

Fig. 2 3D rendering of the Student Radio Telescope. The telescope will be made up of 26, 500 mm
x 500 mm panels, each with a different shape due to the off-axis paraboloid design.

2 Background

Before installing and aligning panels on a radio telescope, panels are manufactured and
measured in a factory. Typically, Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) are used
to perform metrology on these surfaces to ensure they meet the required accuracy.
However, as panels approach one or even two-meter size, CMMs become more costly
and data collection becomes very slow. In 2022, our team developed a technique to
measure panels and panel molds with a modification to fringe projection profilometry
(FPP)[7]. The method uses two calibrated cameras (using Zhang’s method[37]) as a
stereo pair, and a DLP projector. Figure 3 shows the current system based in the lab
for measuring the mold and the panels. The projector displays a series of phase-stepped
fringe patterns in vertical and horizontal directions onto a unit under test (UUT).
The N-step phase shifting algorithm[39] is used to recover the wrapped phase of the
patterns. The phase is then unwrapped using a spatial phase unwrapping method [27].
The resulting horizontal and vertical phase combination is unique for every projector
pixel, and as a result, the series of patterns encodes the UUT with unique phase pairs.
These phase pairs are used as fiducials to find matching points in the images captured
by the two cameras. The calibrated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the stereo
pair are used to triangulate the set of matching points to produce a 3D point cloud
relative to the perspective of camera 1[11]. The nature of this method allows nearly
every pixel that falls on the object to be converted into a 3D point.
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Fig. 3 Binocular FPP system in a laboratory setting. The system is used for measuring a flexible
mold and measuring the panels that are thermally formed to it.

3 Methods

3.1 Binocular Fringe Projection Profilometry with
Hierarchical Unwrapping

The previously described method does not work for discontinuous surfaces, as the spa-
tial phase unwrapping for a single frequency only produces relative phase, not absolute
phase. As a result, there is an integer multiple of 2π phase ambiguity between discon-
tinuous objects, for example, two adjacent panels in a radio telescope, when using a
spatial phase unwrapping method. To ensure reliable and absolute phase unwrapping,
we have implemented a temporal phase unwrapping technique known as hierarchical,
or multi-frequency, phase unwrapping[14]. The method uses an initial low frequency
fringe period such that less than one period covers the entire span of the projected
area, and thus has no 2π phase ambiguity. Consecutively higher and higher frequen-
cies are used, with the lower frequency used to unwrap the next highest frequency, as
in Eq. 2.

kn(x, y) = Round

(
λn−1

λn
ϕn−1(x, y)− ϕn(x, y)

2π

)
(2)

Φn(x, y) = ϕn(x, y) + 2πkn(x, y) (3)

In Eq 2, n indicates the frequency being used, from lowest to highest. kn(x, y) is the
map of fringe orders used to unwrap ϕn(x, y) to create the unwrapped map, Φn(x, y),
for fringe period λn. The process of Eq 2 and 3 is done iteratively until the final highest
frequency, or shortest fringe period, is reached. We used 5-step phase shifts for each
fringe period of 1920, 500, 100, and 10 pixels. Fringe period 1920 matches the widest
screen dimension for 1080P projectors, producing no unwrapping ambiguity. In theory,
only the lowest frequency and the highest frequency are needed, but in the presence
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of noise and imperfect fringe patterns, using multiple frequencies helps ensure proper
identification of fringe orders for unwrapping each consecutive frequency[38].

3.2 Dish Measurement with Global Reference Frame

As mentioned in the Introduction, this stereo camera FPP system returns 3D data
points relative to one of the camera axes. This is sufficient to align panels to one
another to make the smoothest surface, but this surface needs to focus incoming radio
signals to a known position. The SRT is an off-axis paraboloidal design, with a direct
feed. To ease the process of determining a global reference frame, two circular fiducials
are included in the FPP measurement field of view of SRT to define the optical axis
of the telescope: at the paraboloid vertex and at the desired focal point.

These two fiducials will also be identified and triangulated in the stereo camera sys-
tem, returning two 3D points relative to camera 1: Pvertex = (Xvertex, Yvertex, Zvertex)
and Pfocus = (Xfocus, Yfocus, Zfocus). Their centers are identified using the Hough
transform[2, 35]. We perform the following coordinate transformations to orient
the measured panels (Ppanel = (Xpanel,Ypanel,Zpanel)) with the optical axis and
paraboloidal equation, and extract the required rigid body motions for each panel for
lowest RMS surface error.

1. Translate the entire map to locate Pvertex at the origin.

P′
panel = Ppanel − Pvertex

P ′
focus = Pfocus − Pvertex

(4)

2. Calculate Euler angles α and β of the line connecting the vertex and the focus.

α = arctan(
Zfocus

Xfocus
)

β = arctan(
Zfocus

Yfocus
)

(5)

3. Calculate rotation matrix using Euler angles from the coordinates of the
measured focal position

R =




cos(β) sin(α)sin(β) cos(α)sin(β)
0 cos(α) −sin(α)

−sin(β) sin(α)cos(β) cos(α)cos(β)


 (6)

4. Apply rotation matrix to each panel point cloud and focus point

P′′
panel = RP′

panel

P ′′
focus = RP ′

focus

(7)

5. Compare ideal paraboloid (radius R) to each panel

Zideal(X,Y ) = r2/(2R) = (X2 + Y 2)/(2R) (8)
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Zresidual(X,Y ) = Zideal(X
′′
panel,Y

′′
panel)− Z′′

panel (9)

6. Fit residual XYZ points of each panel to a plane

AX′′
panel +BY′′

panel + CZresidual +D = 0 (10)

7. Calculate piston, tip and tilt from plane-fit coefficients

δZ = D

θ = arctan(C/A)

ϕ = arctan(C/B)

(11)

The metrology process is set up to automatically deliver the required tip, tilt, and
piston at the end of each measurement. Each panel has 4 actuators in each corner of
the panel, separated by 400 mm, as shown in Figure 4. Eq 12 shows how to convert
the tip, tilt and piston to actuator number of rotations using the angle approximation
where δS is the spacing between actuators. Once of the number of mm of translation is
determined, the threads per inch (TPI) of the actuators is used to convert to number
of rotations.

Fig. 4 Coordinate system and actuator layout for each panel. Once tip, tilt, and piston values are
extracted, they need to be converted to actual numbers of rotations on the actuators.

1 :(0.5θδS + 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

2 :(−0.5θδS + 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

3 :(0.5θδS − 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

4 :(−0.5θδS − 0.5ϕδS + δZ) ∗ TPI/25.4

(12)
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4 Experimental Setup, Calibration, and
Configuration

4.1 Hardware

The hardware for this system utilizes two FLIR Blackfly S USB 3 machine vision
cameras with Sony IMX183 sensors (20MP 5472x3638, with 2.4 µm pixels), each with
a Computar V0826-MPZ lens (8 mm focal length). Each camera is mounted to the
ends of a 0.8 m length 8020 aluminum extrusion. The 8020 is mounted to a tripod
for portability and pointing. With this setup, the entire 3.2 m dish can be seen from
a 3-meter distance. We utilized an off-axis short-throw 1080P projector from BenQ
(Model MW817ST), that can cover the entire surface from 1.5 meters away. The
software to capture the images, process the fringe patterns, calculate the unwrapped
phases, match the phase pairs, and triangulate the matched pairs to produce the 3D
point clouds is written in MATLAB. Photos of the camera and projector hardware
are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Left, one of the two FLIR Blackfly USB3 cameras with 8 mm focal length lens. Center, both
cameras mounted to 8020 aluminum extrusion, mounted to a tripod. Right, BenQ 1080P short-throw
projector used in this experiment.

4.2 Calibration

Calibration of the stereo camera pair was performed indoors for easier control of
lighting and environmental conditions. A checkerboard calibration board made of alu-
minum and low-density polyethylene (LDPE) with size of 800 mm x 600 mm and
square size of 30 mm was used. The calibration board was mounted to a tripod and
traversed through the overlapping FOV at the 3-meter working distance for a set
of 20 images. An example of one of these images is shown in Figure 6. Using the
detected checkerboard corners on each sensor, each camera was calibrated individually
for intrinsic parameters, then the pair was calibrated together for extrinsic param-
eters, keeping the intrinsic parameters fixed. The calibrated intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 6 An example image from the 20-image set used to calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic param-
eters of the stereo camera pair. The checkerboard was moved throughout the overlapping FOV in
order to properly calibrate for radial distortion.

Table 1 Calibrated stereo camera parameters.

Property Camera 1 Camera 2

Focal Length (mm) fx, fy 8.25 mm, 8.25 mm 8.25 mm, 8.25 mm

Principle Point (pixels) ux, uy 2745,1820 2750,1843

Radial Distortion (r2, r4, r6) -.100, .126, -.043 -.096, .115, -.033

Extrinsic Matrix

[
R3x3 t3x1

01x3 1

]



0.926 0.061 −0.373 801.048

−0.072 0.997 −0.014 −40.332

0.371 0.039 0.928 170.496

0 0 0 1.0000




4.3 Measurement Setup

As described in Section 3.2, fiducials are placed at the paraboloid vertex and the
telescope focal plane for defining the optical axis. These were roughly located using
dimensions from the SRT CAD files. We used 1.0” white stickers placed in the middle
of 1.5” black stickers as these fiducials for reliable contrast for circle detection with the
Hough transform. Figure 7 shows the physical locations of the fiducials with respect
to the rest of the telescope structure as well as the two adjacent panels to be aligned.

Measurements of the SRT are performed at night in order to increase the SNR of
the projected patterns relative to ambient lighting. We also aimed for a night with low
to no wind to reduce temporal errors associated with telescope structural bending or
vibration. To avoid boosting noise in the images, the cameras were used with a gain
of 0. To utilize the full dynamic range of the camera bit-depth, a 5-second exposure
was used for each camera. As mentioned in Section 3.1, we employed 4 frequencies for
the hierarchical phase unwrapping method, where we used the N-step phase shifting
algorithm[39] for each frequency and each phase shifting direction (horizontal and
vertical). This results in a 40-image pattern sequence (4 frequencies, 5 phase steps,
2 directions). Each pattern was captured 3 times and averaged to further eliminate
noise, resulting in a 600-second (10-minute) acquisition time. Figure 8 shows an actual
data acquisition in progress at night.
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Fig. 7 Layout of the telescope structure. Two fiducials are placed where the paraboloid vertex and
focus should be using 8020 extrusions. An example panel 1 and panel 2 are installed on the telescope.
They are the bottom two rows of the center column of panels.

Once a measurement is made, the rigid body motions for each panel are extracted
using the process described in Section 3.2, and each panel is adjusted using 4 manual
actuators located in the corners of each panel. The actuators have 1 mm thread pitch
and are separated by 400 mm. Thus to tilt a panel by 1 degree (17.45 mrad), opposite
actuators must move ≈ 400mm∗0.01745rad = 7mm =⇒ ±3.5 mm. After an iteration
of adjusting tip, tilt, and piston is performed, the panels are then remeasured and the
adjustment process is repeated until the remaining errors are satisfactory.

5 Results

Figure 9 shows an example set of horizontal and vertical phases from the perspec-
tives of camera 1 and camera 2. Each pixel on each panel in camera 1 has a unique
combination of horizontal and vertical phase. The camera 2 phases are searched for
a matching phase pair for each pixel on camera 1. The resulting matched locations
on each camera detector are triangulated using the calibrated parameters from Table
1. Figure 10 demonstrates the data produced by the system described in this paper.
Figure 10a shows the data returned from the software in its raw format, with the loca-
tions of the cameras, paraboloid vertex, focus, and point clouds of both panels. Using
steps 1-4 from 3.2 yields Figure 10b to align the optical axis of the telescope with the
z-axis. Steps 5-6 are done for each panel to produce the piston, tip, and tilt error for
each panel. Figure 11 shows the best fit plane to panels 1 and 2 before adjustments
begin and Table 2 shows the actual starting piston, tip and tilt values.

Besides the rigid body errors, each panel has imperfections compared to the ideal
shape. Figure 12 shows the residual from the ideal paraboloid for each panel with
tip, tilt, and piston errors removed. Panel 1 has a 1.28 mm RMS, and Panel 2 has a
0.81 mm RMS. These are not actual panels that will be used in the telescope, but are
examples used for this initial alignment test. For this experiment, the panel actuators
on SRT are not capable of shape correction; however, the system delivers information
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Fig. 8 Nighttime measurement setup. The projector is placed near the telescope and utilizes the
short-throw to cover the entire dish. The tripod carrying both cameras is placed roughly 3 meters
away from the dish and positioned such that the entire dish can be seen in the field of view of both
cameras. Shown in the image is the 10-pixel period frequency projected onto the dish structure.

Table 2 Results before the first
adjustment iteration.

Property Panel 1 Panel 2

δZ -0.70 mm 10.46 mm

θ 0.757 deg 0.80 deg

ϕ -0.54 deg -3.15 deg

that could be used to do so on most other large radio telescopes. The goal of the
adjustment process is to make the dish surface accuracy limited by the individual
panel accuracy, not the rigid body errors.

We performed 4 measurements with 3 adjustment iterations. Within 3 iterations,
piston error was reduced to < 0.25 mm and tip/tilt was reduced to < 0.1 degrees. The
final panel RMS including alignment errors was 1.325 mm and 0.842 mm for panel 1
and panel 2, respectively. Collectively, the two panels make a small dish with 1.12 mm
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Fig. 9 Images from each camera are masked to isolate the two panels being measured. The phase
unwrapping process produces four images: horizontal and vertical phase for each camera. These maps
are used to find matching object locations from pixels on camera 1 to locations on camera 2.

Fig. 10 Each FPP measurement results in a point cloud for each panel, and the relative location
of both the vertex and the focus. Raw data is shown on the left. The triangulated 3D points are
produced relative to the coordinate system defined by camera 1. Matrix rotations and translations
are applied to the panel point clouds to align the optical axis with the z-axis, shown on the right. In
this configuration, the panels can be directly compared to Eq. 9 to extract the residual error in the
panels, as well as the rigid body alignment error.

RMS error. Looking back at the plot of the Ruze equation in Figure 1, this error would
make the dish capable of observing 2 cm wavelengths (15 GHz) with less than 50%
loss. Most of the error in this test is attributed to panel shape, which the actuators
for this telescope are not configured to correct. Figure 13 shows how the piston and
tip and tilt errors converged through each iteration.
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Fig. 11 Best fit planes for each panel, including piston.

Fig. 12 In addition to finding the rigid body motion error of each panel, the system also has enough
resolution to map the surface errors of each panel compared to their ideal shape. Shown here are the
residual surface maps compared to the ideal paraboloid.

Fig. 13 Four measurements were performed, with three adjustment iterations between each mea-
surement. Left, is the tip and tilt of each panel improving across each iteration. Right shows the
piston for each panel also improving. Panel 1 was fortunately close to the ideal piston position before
an adjustment was performed.
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Table 3 Final results after 3
adjustments.

Property Panel 1 Panel 2

δZ -0.17 mm 0.23 mm

θ 0.081 deg -0.044 deg

ϕ -0.054 deg -0.037 deg

6 Discussions and Future Work

This method provides several advantages compared to other antenna metrology meth-
ods. The major improvement results from its non-contact nature. This has a two-fold
benefit: speed and logistics. The setup time is less than 10 minutes, and the mea-
surement takes only 10 minutes. This could be reduced even further by implementing
a brighter projector and decreasing the required exposure time. Due to the rapid
setup time, the system could be moved from telescope to telescope for the purpose of
aligning arrays with large numbers of dishes. this avoids the need to coordinate with
satellites and the use of cryogenic detectors required by the holography method. This
method also eliminates much of the manual labor required by photogrammetry and
laser trackers, which require manual placement of stickers or retroreflectors. These
methods are time consuming, labor intensive, and create safety risks for those that
need to climb the dishes and place the fiducials. This method could also be installed
on the telescope structure as a permanent metrology system for telescopes that have
active surfaces or require regular maintenance[20]. This would also allow surface mea-
surements to be performed at a variety of elevation angles to properly characterize
gravity deformations.

Additionally, this method could be scalable to extremely large radio telescope
apertures like the ngVLA 18-meter dish. Sensor size, lens focal length, and the number
of cameras can be adjusted to achieve the required spatial resolution and field of view
to cover the aperture of a large dish. There are some practical challenges to overcome to
achieve this related to camera calibration and projector brightness. Some development
is needed to calibrate a large number of cameras over a large area, with a long working
distance. Methods utilizing auxiliary sensors to calibrate cameras with large baselines
could be used [18, 33], but likely need some future development to adapt for more
cameras. In addition, developing or sourcing a projector with enough brightness to
cover this large area could be challenging, however commercial cinema projectors may
be ideal. The authors hope that this method may contribute to the development of
non-contact metrology technologies needed to quickly, safely, and reliably commission
future large telescopes.
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